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~br Warbler 
VOLUME VII 
The Y earbook of the 
EASTERN ILLINOIS STATE TEACHERS COLLEGI!J 
Charleston, Illinois 
Published by 
THE SOPHOMORE CLASS 
1924-1925 
TO 
MISS ELLEN A. FORD, 
FRIEND AND TEACHER 
we dedicate t his book. 
Th?-ee 
LIVINGSTON C. LORD 
"You, my chieft ain from the sunrise, from the land of the auroras, 
From the land of Pilgrim culture, from the land of teacher training, 
Bearing light acr oss the bor ders, bearing light unto people, 
Bearing light bearers, lighting up the pathway of my teachers-
Hear the pra ises of my people! Hear the blessings of my children ! 
Mighty chieftain of our councils, mighty t eacher of our teachers, 
Teaching teachers of our children's teachers, deeply, proudly grateful, 
Illinois pLresents her honors, ever hoping, ever praying 
Mighty Gitche Manitou shall keep your light forever lifted, 
Light of life and living knowledge, ligh t of Eastern Teachers College." 
"The Light Bearers" 
By F r ancis G. Blair . 
LIVINGSTON C. LORD 
President 
A . M., Harvard Univ e1·sity 
LL. D., Unive1·sity of Illinois 
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Twelve . 

Fourteen 
OUR AD,7ISORS 
Early in our Freshman year, Mr. 
Simpson and Mrs. Willey were chosen 
for our faculty advisors. Mr. Hughes 
was elected to Mr. Simpson's place as 
counselor, when Mr. Simps.on left 
school later in the year. Since Mrs. 
Willey did not return this fall, Miss 
Daringer was chosen f or our other 
advisor. 
The staff takes this opportunity 
to thank Mr. Hughes and Miss Dar-
inger for their untir ing efforts and 
co-operation in the work with this 
"Warbler". 

FREDERICK KOCH 
Music 
Conservatory of Music, Kassel, 
Uermany 
ANNIE L. WELLER 
Geogra1Jhy 
B. S., University of Chicago 
Sixteen 
E. H. TAYLOR 
Mathematics 
A. M., P h. D., Harvatd University 
ELLEN A. FORD 
Latin 
A. M., Syracuse University 
ALBERT B. CROWE 
Phy sical Science 
A. M., Ha nover College 
S. E. THOMAS 
H istor y 
A. M ., University of Iowa 
ISABEL McKIN N EY 
E nglish 
A. M., Columbia Universit y 
ANN ABE L JOHNSON 
Fnmch 
A. B., Elmir a College 
A. M., Columbia Universit y 
S ev enteen 
~----~WARBLER----~ 
RAYMOND L. MODESITT 
Mathematics 
A. M., Indiana Univer sity 
FISKE ALLEN 
Directo1· of Tmining School 
A. B., Indiana University 
A. M., Columbia University 
Eighteen 
CHARLES P. LANTZ 
Physical E ducation 
B. S., Gettysbur g College 
HOWARD DeF . WIDGER 
E nglish 
A. B., Yale University 
1925------
RUTH CARMAN 
Latin 
Ph. B., University of Wisconsin 
(Lea ve of Absence) 
HELEN FERN DARINGER 
English 
Ph. B., Unive~·sity of Chicago . . 
A. M., Columbia University 
LEWIS ALBERT MOORE 
Agriculture 
B. S., M. S., University of Illinois 
L. F. ASHLEY 
Manual A1·ts 
B. S., Stout Institute 
University of Wiscon sin 
Nineteen 
LENA B. ELLINGTON 
H istory 
A. M., Columbia University 
GRACE E. MESSER 
Fine and Applied ATts 
Potsdam Normal School 
Sy·racuse University 
Twenty 
RUTH E. MAJOR 
Music 
B. S., Kansas State Normal School 
CHARLES S. SPOONER 
Biological S cifmce 
A. B., Cornell University 
A. M., Univer sity of Illinois 
ORRA E. NEAL 
English 
Bat t le Creek College 
FLORENCE SUTTON 
M athernatics 
B. Ed., Eastern Illinois State 
Teachers College 
WAYNE P. HUGHES 
Assistan t in Manual A rts 
Stout Institut e 
HELEN J. HALLETT 
A ssistant in H om e E cono·mics 
B. S., Simmons College 
T wenty-one 
ERNEST L. STOVER 
Botany 
M. S., Ohio State University 
Ph. D., University of Chicago 
GRACE M. FOSTE R 
Latin 
A. M., University of lllinois 
Twenty-two 
NANCY GAY CASE 
H ome E conomics 
B. S., Purdue Univer sity 
MARY L. HELL!<~K 
Histo1';J 
A. M., Marietta College 
ORVIL P. MYERS 
Psychology and Educat,ion 
A. B ., Ohio Wesleyan University 
A. M., University of Chicago 
RALPH HAEFNER 
Psychology and Education 
A. M., University of Minnesota 
\ 
FLORENCE G. McAFEE 
Physical E ducation 
A . B., Pennsylvania State College 
Department of Hygiene and Phys-
ical Education, Wellesley College 
H. HARRY GILES 
English 
A. B., Amherst College 
Twenty-three 
1925------------~ 
ALICE A. EWING 
M athemntics 
B. S., Michigan Agricultural College 
EDITH E. RAGAN 
Trnining T eachm· in S eventh, 
E ight h, and Ninth G1·ades 
Indiana State Normal 
T wenty-foJw 
1925 
FLORENCE MA Y WARNER 
English 
A. B., Vassar College 
The University of London 
DOROTHY H. MOORE 
F ine and A7Jplied A1·ts 
The Chicago School of Applied and 
Normal Ar t 
MOLLIE DUFFY 
Tndning Teach e1· in S eventh, 
E ighth, and Ninth G1·ades 
B. S., Univer sit y of Illinois 
(Resigned December 1924) 
LEAH I. STEVENS 
TTaining T eache1· in S eventh, 
E ighth, and N inth G1·ades 
B. S., University of Chicago 
1925 
EDITH LEV AKE 
T?'aining T eache?' in S eventh, 
E ighth, and N inth Gmdes 
State Normal School, Platville, 
Wi sconsin 
GILBERTA COFFMAN 
TTaining Teache1· in Sixth Grade 
Indiana State Normal 
Twenty-five 
ETHE L F . J ANES 
Training T eache1· in Fm~rth G1·acle 
Southern Illinois State Nor mal 
University 
GRACE GEDDE S 
Training T each e1· in S econcl Grade 
East ern Illinois State Teachers 
College 
Twenty-six 
J ESSIE L. FORDE 
T1·aining T eaching in F ifth Grade 
A. B., Kansas St ate Normal School 
A. M., Columbia University 
F LORENCE E . GARDNER 
T1·aini.ng T eache1· in Thi1·d Grade 
iVisconsin State Normal School 
ANNA H. MORSE 
T-mini11g Teacher in F'i?'St Grade 
Il linois State Normal University 
MARY J. BOOTH 
Libra?·ian 
A. B., Beloit College 
B. L. S., University of Illinois 
MARY H ARDEN 
TTaining T eacher in Histo1·y 
Michigan State N ormal College 
B. S., Columbia Univer sity 
MARION BAIRD 
A ssistant L ib?·arittn 
A. B., Earlham College 
GRACE EWALT 
Secreta1"y and Business Manage?' 
KATHERINE J. SCHROER 
Stenog1"apher 
Tw enty-eight 
MARY T. O'CONNOR 
Assistant Lib1"m·ian 
Library School of t he University 
of Wisconsin 
BLANCHE C. THOMAS 
R egistra1· 
EDITH WILLSON 
Stenogra]Jher 
CAROL L. BESTELAND 
Nu1·se 
MARTHA MOLYNEAUX 
Head of Pembe?·ton Hall 
Miami University 
WALTER H. NEHRLING 
Superintendent of Grounds 
Missouri Botanical Gardens 
Twenty-nine 
1925------------~ 

Thi1·ty-one 
--------1925--------
ALICE BER ADINE ABELL 
Lat·in, French 
Charlest on, Illinois 
<> <> 
CLAUDE OLIN COMBS 
Histo1·y, Engli sh 
Charleston, Illinois 
<> <> 
CARROLL LIVINGSTON DUNN 
Mathematics, Histo1·y 
Charleston, Illinois 
T hirty-two 
JOSEPH CEPHAS FENDER 
Histo1·y, Social S cience 
Westfield, Illinois 
<> <> 
VA LENTINE A. PULLEYBLANK 
Biology, History 
Charleston, Illinois 
<> <> 
INEZ MAZIE TEARNEY 
Histo1·y, French 
Charleston, Illinois 
JO FRANCES TIFFIN 
English, French 
Hillsboro, Illinois 
<> <> 
FERNE NELLE HUBER 
Home E conomics, Chemistr·y 
Charleston, Illinois 
ELMER ERRETT WARNER 
Biology, History 
Vincennes, Indiana 
<> <> 
MRS. LOIS DAVIS McCABE 
Home Economics, English 
Charleston, Illinois 
• 
'l'htrty-thre6 19.25 _________ _. 
• 
Thirty- jou1· 
H 
Q 
r 
r 
J 
JUNIORS .. 
- - -
Thi1·ty-si x 
JUNIORS 
Adams, Mrs. Delor es Easton 
Adams, Ralph Roy 
Allison, Howard Duff 
Bails, Ernest Roscoe 
Barnes, Vernon Ewing 
Baumgartner , E lisha Hobson 
Casey, Ralph Brown 
Clabaugh, Mrs. Nellie Zehner 
Emery, Harold Glen Stuart 
Geffs, Jacob 
Geffs, Mrs. Mary McDaniel 
Green, Everett Lawrence 
Hall, Hazel 
Hall, Pa.ul Stephen 
Harrison, Marvin 
Heistand, Sarah Emily 
Hill, Mary Elizabeth 
Ingram, Alma Ruth 
Johnson, Paul Howard 
Patton, Mary Hannah 
Sellars, Kathryn Louise 
Winter, E mily Catherine 
Wr ight, Eunice Belle 
T hir ty-seven 
SENIOR COLLEGE HISTORY 
On Tuesday, September 16, 1924, an august band of f olks, the mem-
bers of the Senior College, · pompously took their seats in the southwest 
part of the Assembly Room, a place sacred to them. There were thirty-
four members of this body, ten Seniors and twenty-four Juniors. Soon 
after the opening of the F all Term, the following advisors and class officers 
wer e elected : 
Miss Major, Mr. Myers -- ------------------·------------------- Advisors 
Car roll Dunn --------------------------------------------- --------- President 
Joseph Fender ------- ---------------------------------- -----Vice-president 
Katherine Sellars ____ ________ ___ _____ _____ ____ __ ______ _____ ______ Secretary 
Vernon Barnes _____ ________ __________________________ __ ___________ Treasurer 
Hazel Hall _____________ __ ___ ____________ __ ________ _________________ ___ Historian 
Bernadine Abell ______ _____ _________ _____ _______ __________ ______ __________ __ Poet 
Valentine Pulleyblank and P aul Hall were elect ed members of the 
recreation committee. Bernadine Abell was the president of the Student 
CounciL Ralph Adams was the other member of t he Student Council 
from the Senior College. 
The members of the Senior College,-noted for brilliancy of mind, 
keenness of wit, and quickness of perception- quickly made their presence 
felt in t he activities of the school. 
The first step toward fame was gained when several members of the 
class dramat ized Kipling's "How the Elephant Got his Trunk," at the 
Homecoming Football Game. The second step was the presentation of 
"The College Follies," at the carnival, under the capable guidance of Miss 
Major . The Senior College fairly covered itself with glory by the per-
formance. On January 31, the Senior College carried out plans for an 
old-fashioned party. The mock wedding which took place at this party 
will be remembered while life lasts. The last and also most important 
event in the life of this class was the basketball game between the Faculty 
Team and the Senior College Team. The Seniors were ably coached by 
Mr. Harrison, a coach of great repute. However, in spite of this, the 
game was lost, to the lasting sorrow of the Senior College and the eternal 
joy of t he F aculty . A Tramp Convention was planned, but did not take 
place, due to the bad weather . The Class is sWl looking forwar d to a 
"frolic". 
At this time the Senior College is planning a final act with which 
to close its career . What this is, will be disclosed later. 
Thi1·ty-eight 
1'hiTty-nin 
~----~---1925~~----~~ 
ROY CLARENCE STILLIONS President 
Charleston 
<><><> 
JOE DENNIS MUCHMORE 
Vice-president 
Charleston 
<> <><> 
FRANCES LOUISE SHOEMAKER 
Sec·retary 
Charleston 
<><><> 
GERTRUDE DOROTHY LYNCH 
Treasurer 
Charleston 
<><><> 
LOUIS LEONARD JOSSERAND 
S e-r geant-at-aTms 
Oakland 
MABEL EVELYN WHITAKER MILLER 
Lerna 
<><><> 
HAROLD DUDLEY BENNETT 
Charleston 
<><> <> 
MABEL HARDEN 
Lerna 
<><><> 
CATHERINE ELIZABETH LATHROP 
Palmyra 
<><><> 
URSULLA ELLEN CONLEY BROWN 
Charleston 
Forty-o1te 
~------------1925------------~ 
RUTH ELDORA F AWLEY 
Charleston 
<><><> 
THELMA VIRGINIA RYAN 
Charleston 
<><><> 
H. OGDEN BRAINARD 
Charleston 
<><><> 
FRANCES MAE ALEXANDER 
Etna 
<><><> 
MARY DOROTHY SWEET 
Mattoon 
Forty-two ~-----------1925-------------
DOROTHY IRE NE HACKETT 
Charleston 
<><><> 
MARY ALVERA SCHROER 
Quincy 
<><><> 
LORINE DODILLET 
Cent r alia 
<> <> <> 
REXF ORD WILLIAM BENOIT 
Oakland 
<> <> <> 
AILEEN ELIZABE TH COLLINS 
Chm:leston 
Forty-threq 
~------------1925------------~ 
ALICE ELIZABETH KELLY 
Char leston 
<><><> 
CARLOS BECK TIPSWORD 
Charleston 
<><> <> 
RUTH MAXINE REYNOLDS 
Charleston 
<><><> 
LOWELL VAN BUREN KRUTSINGER 
Louisville 
<><><> 
EMMA CHENAULT KELLY 
Charleston 
Forty-fou~· 
~------------1925------------~ 
MARJORIE ALICE BRADBURY 
Arcola 
<><><> 
MARY ELIZABETH BELLES 
Tuscola 
<><><> 
GERTRUDE ELIZABETH McTAGGART 
Arcola 
<><><> 
RALPH EMERSON EDWARDS 
Windsor 
<><> <> 
ALBERTA ALICE JENUINE 
Greenup 
Forty-five 
PoTty-six 
PHYLLIS ELIZABETH WILKINS 
Char leston 
<><><> 
ANDREW ELSWORTH TAYLOR 
Oakland 
<><><> 
ADA LOIS KERNS 
Charleston 
<><><> 
MARY AGNES ZEH NER 
Charleston 
<> <><> 
HELEN GERTRUDE BAKER 
Neoga 
EDNA ALENE SALTZMAN 
Char leston 
<><> <> 
ALBERTA INEZ ROGERS 
Waver ly 
<><><> 
HARRY CHARLES MORGAN 
Mattoon 
<><><> 
MARGARET CLARA SCHERER 
Char leston 
<><><> 
E DNA FRANCE S WHALEN 
Charleston 
FoTty-seven 
Forty-eight 
KATHERINE MARGARET 
SHOEMAKER 
<> <> <> 
HAZEL DELL ADAMSON 
Nokomis 
New Windsor 
<><><> 
THELMA ELIZABETH F ARR 
Neoga 
<><><> 
CLYDE ERSON GWIN 
Charleston 
<><><> 
STELLA MARIE POWELL 
Neoga 
LOIS FERN WATERS 
Charleston 
<> <> <> 
OMA DORIS DRINKWATER 
Camargo 
<> <><> 
ELIZABETH ANN REEDY 
Lovington 
<><><> 
LOWELL NORVIEL WOODBURN 
Charleston 
<><><> 
MARGARET PALMER LAKE 
Kansas 
F01·ty-ninc 
- -- . -
...... ------1925_-· _____ __. 
DOROTHY MAE MORGAN 
Mattoon 
<> <> <> 
VANCE HULBERT 
Altamont 
<><><> 
RUTH MARY WHITSON 
Westfield 
<><><> 
HUGH OSBORN 
Charleston 
<><><> 
FRIEDA MOORE 
Westfield 
NELLIE MARIE SHULL 
Mattoon 
<><><> 
JOHN HAROLD GROVE 
<><><> 
VIRGINIA KENDALL FOSTER 
Ridgefarm 
<><><> 
LUCILLE MARGARET BIGLER 
Sigel 
<> <> <> 
MAR.JORIE WALLACE 
Neoga 
Fifty-one 
Fifty-two 
VIVIAN LOUISE MATHEWS 
Mattoon 
<><><> 
MARY FLOYD 
Charleston 
<><><> 
FERN ELIZABETH OLIVE 
New Douglas 
<>:<><> 
HERBERT MAURICE SULLIVAN 
Cowden 
<><><> 
EVELYN LE NORE BOWER 
Edwardsville 
MABEL NEELEY 
Oblong 
<><><> 
ROBERT BOSTON McCALL 
Char leston 
<><><> 
MARY ANN FREEMAN 
Charleston 
<><><> 
HELEN HILL 
Lerna 
<><><> 
MABEL IRENE. BAKER 
Neoga 
Fijty-th1·ee 
RALPH VERNON WHITE 
Mattoon 
<><><> 
MARJORIE CORINNE LEONHARD 
E ast St. Louis 
<><><> 
MYRNA GRACE BRADFORD 
Kansas 
<><><> 
HELEN RUTH YOUNG 
Chicago 
<><><> 
R UEL ELDEN HALL 
Charleston 
SARAH LENORE HURST 
Hunt 
<><><> 
ELDRE D LOT HAIRE WALTON 
Kansas 
<><><> 
ICA MARKS 
Charleston 
<><><> 
HARRY ALLISON MITCHELL 
Charleston 
<> <> <> 
JESSIE HAZEL DITZE NBE RGER 
Hindsboro 
Fifty-five 
Fifty-si x 
LELIA BERNICE FASIG 
Charleston 
<><><> 
EMMETT STARR COCHRAN 
<><><> 
RUTH REBECCA FEAGAN 
Charleston 
<><><> 
MAURICE EVERETT FOREMAN 
Charleston 
<> <> <> 
DOROTHY ESTHER WHIT ACRE 
Lerna 
IRIS MAE J OHNSON 
Rardin 
<><><> 
GLEN HAROLD RHODES 
Char leston 
<><><> 
SYLVIA BEATRICE EDWARDS 
West Salem 
<><><> 
ELLA MARGARET COON 
Charleston 
<> <><> 
GEORGE HERMAN BREWER 
Charleston 
Fift y-seven 
~------------1925------------~ 
Fifty-eight 
FRANCES OPAL QUIGLE 
Mode 
<><><> 
WARREN DWIGHT GALLATI N 
Martinsville 
<><><> 
GENEVA BELL 
Charleston 
<><><> 
MURIEL TABITHA CASE 
Atchison, Kansas 
<><><> 
PAULINE JESSIE BAG GOT 
Kinmundy 
JENNIE VERA BARNES 
Cha.rleston 
<><><> 
ARTHUR GLE NN HESLER 
Mattoon 
<><><> 
J ULIA PRICE 
Brocton 
<><><> 
HELEN MARIE SUTTON 
Newton 
<><><> 
ETHEL MERLE TURNEY 
Mattoon 
VIVIAN De LENE WIKLE 
Moweaqua 
<><><> 
HULAH HAZEL STOKES BOSWELL 
Oakland 
<><><> 
BERNICE CAREY JOSSERAND 
Brocton 
<><><> 
LORNA DOONE DIXON 
Charleston 
<><><> 
WILLIAM HENRY SCHLOSSER 
Hud~on 
HILDA JUANITA MOORE 
Cowden 
PAULINE E THEL BAKER RALPH DEAN FITCH 
Charleston Charleston 
BARBARA BISSON ETTA IRENE GRIMES 
Charleston Charleston 
ERIC E. BROWN JESSE CLIFTON HONN 
Kansas Lerna 
MARION EDWARD BROWN PAUL HOWARD KEPNER 
Newman Paris 
SYLVIA MARGARET CASEY HELE N BERTHA LORD 
Mattoon San Juan, Porto Rico 
LUCILE ELIZABETH LOUISE ELIZABETH MILNES 
CHILDRESS Maroa 
Charleston 
KENNETH HENRY 
OPAL CHRISTINE COEN SCHNEIDERJON 
J ewett Neoga 
LEONORA ADELAIDE COFER NEVA DOTT SLOAN 
Charleston Charleston 
FLORENCE BERNICE COLES WILLIAM McKINLEY TURNER 
Decatur Marshall 
LOIS JESSIE CRAIG MARY ANNE WHALEN 
Charleston Charleston 
Sixty-one 
~------------1925------------~ 
S ixty-two 
Wht~r# ar" 
Donnie andMitif 
Sixty-three 
~----------1925----------~ 
. ' l 
. f I . 
Sixty-four 
FRESHMAN CLASS 
Adams, John Fred 
Adkins, Goldie Kathleen 
Akers , Leslie 
Albert, Bertha Myrtle 
Alblinger, Eugene Charles 
Alexander, Elizabeth Frances 
Alvey, Irtys Alfred 
Andres, Opal 
Anspach, Ruth Agnes 
Ashmore, Mary Leona 
Bake-r, Helen Theodora 
Baker, Kenneth English 
Baker, Leo Clark 
Balee, Alma Opal 
Barkhurst, Ted 
Beabout, Morri s Craven 
Beattie, F lora Irene 
Be·atty Pauline 
Bell, Rosa Lou 
Bieclert, Florence Hope 
Bigler, John Hugh 
Bigler Norma Kathryn Marie 
Bigler, Vernon Ohristian 
Bjurstrom, Gertrude Ruth 
Brining, Margar•et Anise 
Brooks, Lucille 
Brown, Blanche Pearl 
Brown, Catherine Helen 
Brown, Robert Clayton 
Brown, Robert Wend ell 
Brown, Sareta Mozelle 
Burtchear d, Daisy Marguerite 
Campbell, Mrs. Helen Boyne Hammer 
Cannon, Wen dell Eugene 
Carr, Louella May 
Carring ton, Gloria Ann Genevieve 
Carruthers , Doris Elizabeth 
Carruthers, Stella Anne 
Carter, Mary Farrel 
Case, Lo·is Virgil 
Catlett, Dorothy Elizabeth 
Cavins, Theodore Parsons 
Chambers, Ruth Charlotte 
Checkley, Mildred Bertha 
Checkley, Ruth Josephine 
Chesrown, Elsie Genevieve 
Chesser, Cecil Margaret 
Chrisman, Madge Leota 
Coleman, Geor giana La Verna 
•Collins , Freel Chrysler 
Cooper, Herbert Wayne 
Corbett, James Franklin 
Courtright, Lily Belle 
Cox, Palmer Sargent 
Craig, Florence Marceline 
Cranston, Edna Odelia 
Cronin, Evelyn Christine 
Crowe, Eleanor Randall 
Culumbe r, Nellie Mae 
Dappert, Warde Glen 
Davis, The lma Erlene 
Day, Josie 
Dennis, Anna Marie 
Dodd, Mary 
Dorris, Iva Marie 
Doty, .Margaret 
Dowler, Laura Berniece 
Dowling, Emily Gertrude 
Dmper, Marguerite Ellen 
Duban, Bonnidell Angeline 
Dudley, Tilford Eli 
Dunn, Gerald Walden 
Eagleson. Eloise Evelyn 
Egan, Mary Anna 
E lder, Sarah Olive 
Emery, Beatrice Pauline 
Ersham, Florence Mary 
Etnire, Helen Louise 
Farr, Inez Mildred 
Ferguson, Hazel Alma 
F etherolf, Paulnie Gati·ina 
Fidler, Reign Scoville 
Finney, Raymond 
Foltz, Mildre<l Maurine 
Foote, Geneva Marg uerite 
Ford, Myrtle Evelyn 
Frailey, Virginia Norma 
Freeland, Derenna Ellen 
French, Charlene Lucille 
Galbreath, Dowell Wayne 
Gannaway, John William 
Garver, Ruth Lucille 
Geer, Ella Leona 
Geffs, Docia Marie 
Gilbert, Marjorie 
Glatthaar, Helen Josephine 
Glick, Ross 
Goble, Ruth Marie 
Goff, Carlos Clyde 
Goodman, Frances Ozita 
Gordon, Bernice Geraldine 
Gordon, Dais.y Belle 
Gordon, Hazel Maria 
Graham, Mary Leota 
Gray, Lois Romania 
Gre·en , Otho Edgar 
Green, Valmore Arthur 
Green, William Henry 
Gruver, Harriett Mildred 
Gwin, Edgar Neal 
Sixty-fiv~ 
1925 
Haley, Frances Eileen 
Hall, Adah Mae 
Hallock, Alpha lela 
Hammond, Daphne 
Hammond, Dean Altert 
Harding, Clinton Paul 
H arris, Viola Evelyn 
Hashman, Phoebe Eleanor 
Haworth, Grace Mildred 
Hays, Rosetta 
Helm, Ellen Pauline 
Hender son, Lois . J osephine 
Henry, Imogene Opal 
Hess, Philip Harold 
Hill, Lois 
Hills, James Olin 
Hockett, Jane 
Hodgin, Mary Magdalene 
Hoffman, Fern Laura 
Hogue, Conrad Cleo 
Holland, Clara Ellen 
Hon, He1en 
Hoopengarner. Ilene Pearl 
Huber, Olevia Gertrude 
Jackson, Clarence Edward 
Jaeger, Emily Bertha 
J ohnson, Margaret Arilla 
Kellog-g , LorTal Walter 
Kelly, Bertha Geraldine 
Kendall, Violet May 
King, Hobart Cleo 
Kirohner, George Lyman 
Kite, John Leon 
Koertge, Erne·st Willis 
Koer tge, Fred Arthur 
Koscielny. Agnes Cecilia 
Lacey, Mildred Rebecca 
Lacey, Ruth Irene 
Lake, Dwight Emerson 
Lane·, Ha1•old Dwight 
Lawlis, Helen Marie 
Laws, Mildred Geo·r geanna 
Lee, William Earl 
Lemke. Cleo Wilma 
Level, Richard Otis 
Lewis, Alice Leonore 
Lewis Ardath Sarah 
Lilly, Margaret Arilda 
Lins, Mary Agnes 
Lippincott, Linden Dale 
Litherland , Bonnie Lorene 
Logan, Glen Moore 
Luce, Ethel Irene 
Lundy, Ralph Myron 
Lutz, F lorence Est.her 
Macklin, Stella Rose 
Mason, Lola Juanita 
Sixty-six 
McBride, Ernest Burton 
MeCain, Martha Elizabeth 
McCall, Mary Elizabeth 
McCaulley, Helen Lucile 
McComas, Dorothy Alice 
McKinney, Louise Katherine 
McMorris, Catherine Ruth 
McMullen, Kat hleen Alma 
McNutt, Helen Loraine 
McNutt, Margaret Esther 
McTaggart, Berniece Kathyrn 
Meurlot, Andrew Edward 
Milburn, Marjolie Rea 
Miller, Marger y May 
Mills, Clyde William 
Moffett, Josephine Anna 
Moore, Hilda Juanita 
Moulton, Hazel Marie 
Muchmore, Mary Charlotte 
Newlin, Harold L. 
Nolin, Ruby 
N o·rvell, Hazel Lee 
O'Day, Nina 
Olmstead, E va 
Osbom, Paul Robert 
P•arker , Alice Nadine 
Parr, Anna Elizabeth 
P arr, Grace Caroline 
Parrett, Veris Ogle 
P ence, Don 
Peters, Beulah Cleo 
Petty, .Carol Ray 
Phillips, Dollie 
Phipps, William Harry 
Pier s·on, Byrdella Sue 
Pifer, Joe Winfred 
Pit tman, Lillian Blanche 
Poole, Thelma Marie 
Powe.rs, Bernadine 
P rice, Dona Inez 
Rankin, Neva Dorothy 
Redden, Lola 
Reed, Alex 
Reis, Arthur Nicholas 
Reisner, Bertha Olive 
Relleke, Evelyn Augusta 
Replogle, Vernon Leroy 
Rice, Kenneth Webb 
Richardson, Rebecca Virginia 
Richman, Mildred Leone 
Ritter, William Henry 
Root, Dorothy Mary 
Rosborough, Savilla Shipman 
Rose, Harriett Juanita 
Roughton, Lindley Lee 
Rowland, Henry Abr aham 
Rucke•r, Emma PaU:line 
Russell, Alice Ameiia 
Sheehan, Margaret Ann 
Shield, Cathryn Margaret 
Shirley, Florence Evelyn 
Shriver, Walter Bails 
Sims, Edward Kyle 
Sims, Teddy Elmer 
mith, Dean Fmnces 
Smith, Kate Emily 
Smi th, Wilbur Holmes 
Snyder, Mildred Opal 
Sollars, Helen E lizabeth 
Southard, Janet Margaret 
Spinner, Matilda Frances 
Spitz, Martha Christine 
Steck, Lillie 
Stephens, Mrs. Mary Frazie1· 
Stephenson, Blanche 
Stevenson, Ernest Lloyd. 
Stewart, Roscoe Gilbeh 
Strain , Teresa Victoria 
Sullivan, Herbert Maurice 
Swinford, Hanna Amanda 
Tanner, Etella May 
Thompson, Margaret Ruth 
Tilley, Earl T. 
Tilley, Hazel Dell 
Tippett, Ivan Cecil 
Tomberlin, Reita Alice 
Townley, Irmah Alvena 
Turner, Anna Louise 
Turney, Ruby ~rene 
Vane, Helen Ruth 
Wade, Ma.rabel Earnestine 
Walser, Lucile Virginia 
Wampler, Lorene Mildred 
Ward, H yla Virginia 
Washburn, Talty Sylvester 
Waters, Mrs. Berniece Philippi 
Webster, Lillian 1\>athern 
Wedel, Ferva Lucille 
Weger, Ray Henderson 
Wesnitzer, Edna Emily 
White, Clarence Leroy 
White, Thelma Christine 
Whitesel, Hazel I da 
Wilkinson, Nellie Pearl 
Wilson, George La Rue 
Wilson, Mabel Ruth 
Wilson, Reba Rae 
Wood, Bernice Jeannette 
\Voodard, FTank James 
Wright, Helen LaVerne 
Young, Allene 
Young, Helen Mary 
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BASE BALL 
The end of the 1924 baseball season found the E. I. nine well up 
in the Li t tle Nineteen conference standing, with five victories and one 
defeat . In the three non-conference engagements Coach Lantz's team 
lost two and won the remainder, giving a t otal for the season of six 
games won to three lost. 
In answer to the first call for practice almost an entire veteran t eam 
reported. A number of recruits and former players on E . I. nines , all 
with considerable experience, asked for the opportunity to display their 
prowess on the diamond. The spring weather was wet and cold, and the 
team had only a week's practice out -of-doors before the first game with 
Rose Poly at Terre Haute, on the eighth of April. 
When the last out was registered, t he Blue and Gray swatsmiths 
stopped to count the score and by dint of some long adding fin ally agreed 
on 11-5 as the victorious total to carry home. In t heir next encounter 
t hey suffered their only conference def eat, to Bradley, 8-0, on Sehahrer 
Field. A whole flock of errors was the chief cause of the sad ending. 
No one expected the Lantzmen to drag Indiana Normal down, and they 
were careful not to disappoint the prophets, being buried under an ava-
lanche score of 11-0 at Terre Haute. The victors had a far better t eam 
in every way, in pitching, hitting and fielding. A desperat e rally late in 
t he contest won over Normal University, 5-4, on the home diamond, and 
the team began to recover its self-respect · Bradley fell bef ore them, 
5-3, at Peoria in a revenge scrap that placed them in a favorable light for 
critics to study. Millikin furnished the nex( two victories, the first at 
Decatur, 8-7, and the next one at home, 8-6 . In neither game should the 
winnei·s have been forced to extend themselves, · but erratic fi elding and 
pitching made the final results uncertain. Indiana Normal came to 
Charleston to chastise the home lads a second t ime, but their defense 
cracked for a moment and allowed an E. I. runner to cross the plate. The 
f inal score was 10-1-Why say more ? The best game played of the 
whole schedule was the last one, with Blackburn on Schahrer F ield. A 
3-0 count favored the E. I. players, but it was not until the eighth inning 
that victory rested for certain in their camp. Two alumni games were 
played, the varsity winning the first and losing the second. 
Twelve players received letters under the rules laid down by the 
athletic council. Gilbert, who did the major par t of t he hurling, was 
unquestionably as good if not better than any moundsman who ever en-
rolled under the E. I. banner; and that is said aft er careful consideration 
of all records. Honn did not receive the support from his t eammates that 
a good pitcher deserves, and, not being seasoned to adversity, blew up 
several times. Experience will bring him around into the form ·that 
Seventy 
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students of the game know he is capable of. Duncan, a catcher of two 
years' service and captain, belongs in the same class with his battery mate, 
Gilbert.. He had a cool head under fire, a thorough knowledge of the 
game, and a first-class batting eye. Brown, who filled the backstop posi-
tion until his captain entered school in the spring, was a made-over first 
baseman who took charge of his new job like an old hand. Later in the 
season he alternated with Osborn at first, the latter an erratic but danger-
ous man at bat. Bennett and White divided the keystone sack with field-
ing honors about even, while White was easily the superior batsman-
indeed, one of the leading three or four of the team. Miller at shortstop 
batted and fielded in spurts. In top form he won games sing-Ie-handed, 
and the r everse is just as true. Ashby held down third base by r eason 
of tremendous hitting power, and his handling of grounders was gener-
ally good. The outfield reading from left to right contained Warner, 
Green, and Muchmore. The middle one of the trio was probably the 
best batter of the twelve letter-men and a fai~ fielder. Warner was the 
fastest one of the gardeners, a good fly catcher and an average batter. 
Muchmore could do the unexpected, connecting for the only home run 
made by any Blue and Gray player and contributing several sensational 
c:atches. 
It is a rare college team that can boast of high batting and fielding 
averages. Generally one is fair and the other pretty poor. The men that 
composed Coach Lantz's squad were no exception, but t heir hitt ing was 
better than many previous E. I. nines, and the fielding no worse. The 
caliber of the opposing teams was surprisingly good, and the Blue-clad 
players were up against more than one diamond artist who went to the 
big leagues after school was out. 
It was a season that E. I. can well be proud of, and a realization of 
that brings forth tribute for Coach Lantz, who had the ability to weld 
together a nine that stood with the best of them in our intercollegiate 
conference. • ~ · • 
Seventy-two 
The eleven that represented E. I. in 1924 ended the season w;th a 
record of five victories and three defeat s in a schedule of seven conference 
and one non-conference games. A meeting of the Little 19 officials, after 
the close of the season, awarded the wearers of the Blue and Gray two of 
the losses by forfeit, thus raising our final standing to second place in the 
conference. 
The E . I. mentor had excellent prospects to start the season with, as 
fourteen letter-men from previous teams-twelve from the preceding one-
reported for the first practice. As has been the case for the past several 
years, a number of freshmen with considerable high school experience 
came out for the few positions that were vacant. Two weeks of stiff 
scrimmage necessary to harden the players for a strenuous season so 
crippled the backfield that hardly four bail carriers were in shape for 
the opening game at Millikin, and both kickers were on the side-lines from 
injuries t o their busines.s legs. 
The J. M. U. outfit, after having been denied victory the first half , 
smashed its way to four touchdowns and two goals after touchdown for 
a 26-0 margin. A new and untried set of backs without seasoned guidance 
was partly responsible, and the right side of the line was shot full of 
holes by the enemy attack. Several new men showed promise of developing 
into veterans, among them Replogle, Pinnell, Weger, and Casey. Warner 
was the only regular up to standard on defense. 
Against the weak Blackburn eleven the entire s.quad starred. The 
total score of 45-0 was accumulated by every kind of offense known to 
the game. Hall and Pinnell stepped off a long run apiece for scores, while 
Replogle and Hessler d;d the line smashing for shorter gains. Out of 
some sterling performances in the line, Lee and Brown shone brightest 
in opening holes and hauling down runners. 
Shurtleff was the next victim, but the score of 15-0 indicates that the 
going was not easy. In the first quarter Taylor booted the oval between 
the uprights from the 35 yard line, but it remained for the opening of 
the second half to furnish the excitement. Lee broke through and blocked 
an attempted punt near the goal line, and J o~serand fell on it for a touch-
down. In the final minutes of play Osborn, Hall, and Taylor alternated 
in carrying the pigskin on a 65 yard march to the goal line, the latt er 
going over for the score. J osserand and Edwards, along with Lee, deserve 
the lion's share of the praise for aggressive line play. Taylor amply dem-
onstrated his importance to the welfare of the team, while Osborn on 
defense and H essler in line smashing were the other luminar ies. in the 
backfield. 
The men of Lantz met a better t eam at McKendree and went down in 
defeat, 17-0, after the most bitter kind of fight. The Lebonanites out-
weighed and outcharged the Blue and Gray for two touchdowns and a 
field goal in the second half , after being held to nothing the f irst two 
SBventy-three 
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periods. Hall intercepted several passes and made some nice gains via 
the same route. The left side of the line, Warner, Lee, and Edwards, 
outplayed the other half of the forward wall. 
This game was lat er forfeited to E. I., since McKendree had played 
ineligible men. 
In the homecoming game against Normal, the team seemed to be 
still suffering from the effects of the previous week, and Taylor 's drop 
kick in the opening quarter gave the only points made. Score, 3-0. A 
new guard, Stevenson by name, attracted a lot of favor able comment, 
but it was Earl Lee who saved the day by overtaking a Normal runner 
twenty yards from the goal line. Excepting Taylor, who of course gets 
the major part of the credit for the win, White, by his smearing of 
enemy parsses, was the big man in the backfield. Adams hit a fast st ride 
at end, and Brown at the other tackle indulged in his specialty of bea t ing 
the ends down under punts. 
Indiana Normal, with a far better team than last fall, was forced 
to bow to the Blue and Gray, 25-13. Hall did a realistic imitation of "Red" 
Grange for sixty yards in the second quart er, and Adams snat ched a 
fumble and scooted over d:or a touchdown immediately after. E arly in 
the succeeding half, Edwards blocked a punt and as it rolled over the goal 
line Lee gathered it in. Taylor startled the spectators with a forty-five 
yard run for a touchdown, but was declared out of bounds ten yards f rom 
the goal. He tossed a long pass to Osborn, and they did it all over 
for t he final score. The Hoosiers garnered a pair o:f touchdowns in the 
final period on a steal and an intercepted pass. Besides the players who 
have already been mentioned, \Varner and Brown contributed such a 
bang-up defense that no writeup would be complete without giving tht:m 
space. The E. I. captain's try for touchdown that was not allowed was 
as good a run as has been made on Schahrer Field in several seasons. 
Against a sea of mud and incompetent officiating the E. I. gridders 
the referee, who was in no position to determine whether it went over or 
not, and the award of a touchdown to the opposing t eam after the runner 
had been brought to a full stop in midfield, were the acts that brought 
forth criticism. A steady rain on an already muddy field made good 
football impossible and slowed up the light E. I. backfield. Warner, 
Edwards, and Stevenson showed up well in the line, while Taylor was 
just about the whole show in the backfield. 
This was the other defeat that was turned into a paper victory by 
forfeit and for the same reason as the previous one. 
Lincoln was defeated 7-0, but held the followers of Captain Warner 
on at least four other occasions when touchdowns seemed imminent. 
Hall's forty yard tvvister in the second period was the only run that pro-
duced any points. T'aylor had an off day on drop kicking and missed six 
tries at the goal. White and Hessler did some of the most consistent line 
plunging seen on Schahrer Field during the fall. But the show of the 
game was Stevenson's powerful defense. It made no difference where they 
S eventy -fo ur 
ran on his side of the line, the big little guard got them. Cochran and 
E dwards were adept at the same thing, too, while Casey and Hogue did 
well enough to dra.w praise for the short time they were in. 
The athlet ic council awarded the following men, t wenty in number, 
"E. I." 's__.Warner, Adams, Dunn, Lee, Brown, ViTalton, Edwards, Steven-
son, Cochr•an, Casey, Joss,erand, Taylor, Cavins, White, Weger, Hall, 
Hessler, Benoit, Replogle, and Osborn. 
Warner is truly as good an end as Coach Lantz ever turned out here. 
He was hard hitting, able to smash through interference and nab the 
runner, and was rarely turned in. He could receive passes as well as any 
man on the team with the possible exception of Hall, and when his team· 
mates sent the ball around his end. Errett took at least one man out of 
the play. To say that he will be missed next year is. to r epeat what every 
pe1:1son at E. I. has been realizing ever s:ince the season drew to a close. 
Adams and Dunn shared the other wing position, and there was little 
to choose between them, although the former started in more games. 
Adams. was the heavier and more watchful type, while Dunn played a 
fiery aggressive game. They were equally good on receiving passes. 
The three tackles each had his special style. Lee, next year's captain, 
liked to run J osserand a race in blocking punts and seldom allowed an 
opposing runner to gain through him. Brown made more tackles going 
down under punts than any of the ends and geneni.lly kept his position 
intact under fire. Walton, who was unable to make a regular berth last 
y~ar, plugged away and learned the game well enough to capture the 
coveted letter this time. He had the size and will to do but lacked the 
experience that the other two tackles possessed. 
The four regular guards, Edwards, Stevenson, Cochran, and Casey, 
were better at breaking up plays than opening holes. The first-named 
was probably the blue ribbon winner of the lot, while Stevenson can be 
classed a,s the find of the season. Cochran was superlative at times but 
was not consistent. Casey was the only one without any previous experi-
ence in football and did exceedingly well, considering that. 
Joss•erand held down the pivot job all season in commanding fashion. 
Equally good on defense and attack, the "Long Boy" has come to have 
a hcigh place among Little 19 centers. 
Taylor had quarter all to himself. To fill Gilbert's shoes was a hard 
job but Andy did it, improving with each game. His kicking pulled the 
team out of many holes, and the point-getting by his toe was one of the 
most important parts of the scoring department. He chose plays. well 
and was an accurate forward passer. Cavins subbed at the same position 
and the fact that he was able to earn a letter is sufficient p.roof that there 
is another quarterback in the making in modest Ted Cavins. 
Weger and White filled the fullback positions, each getting put out on 
account of injuries just as the other was recovering. One was as good 
as the other when it came to line smashing but White was the better 
a.t breaking up passes. 
Weger's sudden rise to a regular enabled the E. I. coa.ch to shift 
S eventy-fiv e 
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Top Row- Hall, Business Mana ger Stillion s, Cavins, Cooper, Benoit, Taylor, Lee, Hogue, Walton, Muchmore, 
Business Manager Shoemaker. Center r ow- Adams, White, Brown, Osborn . Captain W arner, E dwards, Cochran , Jos-
serand, Coach Lantz. Bottom row-Cox, Green, Replogle, Hesler , Stevenson, Smith. Beaubout, P ifer. 
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Benoit to half , but Rex twisted a weak knee and played in only parts of 
the last f our games. The t eam was unf ortunate in being deprived of the 
services of ope of the fastest and most terrific line smashers ever to wear 
an E. I. uniform. 
Hessler was the most dependable ground gainer in the backfield. A 
wreck as far as good knees and ankles go, "Hess" could always deliver 
the necessary number of yards. He was just as good on defense- and all 
this despite th:; fact that he played at tackle all last fall. 
Hall did the open field running, the long spect acular runs that bring 
a crowd to its feet. He could catch passes, throw them and intercept 
them, and was the most skilled back on the eleven in the aerial depart-
ment. His remarkable twi sting, whirling cl ashes w ould put him on an y t eam. 
Replogle's pet st unt was circling the ends, and before he was hurt at 
McKendree, no one on the team could excel him at that . He was also a 
fie.rce tackler and blocker. 
Osborn was another hospital candidate for most of the season. His 
def ensive playing against both passing and running made him invaluable 
to the team, and when his injured leg would allow him he could carry 
the ball for gains. 
There were five player s who participated in one or more games but 
did not reach the required four for a letter. Hogue was a good center 
who made Josserand wor k at top speed to keep his place. Smith, Beabout, 
and Muchmore were halfbacks that would have undoubtedly made letters 
had there not been so many veteran backs to displace. Cooper at end 
was up ag·ainst the same proposition. None of the five believed they had 
any chance to make a letter but they came out for practice regularly 
just the same. With the except ion of Muchmore, who gr aduates, all 
should capture an "E. I" next fall. 
The team lacked a heavy back who could gain on a muddy field or 
through a hefty opposing forward wall. It was mid season be,fc-re the 
kicking was satisfactory, but the charging and blocking of the interference 
was effective most of the time after the opening game. The backfield 
seemed to be easily hurt, but light ball carriers usually are. 
It was a task t o know whom to play, and Coach Lantz was hard put 
somEtimes to determine what lineup to start. He did not have the job of 
developing a team as la.st year, but he had the ha.rder thing to do~keep 
twenty men on their toes and have them know that each was getting a 
fair chance. He did that perfectly, as any man out will testify. 
At the banquet that celebrated the close of a successful season, Earl 
Lee was elected captain. The selection was a wise one, as the new pilot 
combines with his abilities as a player a steady and cool judgment that 
is essential in a lE"ader. He vvill lead an eleven that is going to be minus 
the services of Warner and Dunn, ends, Walton, tackle, Cochran, guard, 
White, Hall, H-essler, Benoit and Osborn, backs. 
Next fall's schedule, which has not been completed, includes games 
with Rose Poly, Shurtleff, Normal, Millikin, Indiana Normal, Lincoln, 
and Carbondale. 
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BASI(E'r BALL 
A powerful scoring combination, something E. I. fives have lacked 
for the past several years, combined with experienced and aggressive 
guarding, which is always a quality of E. I. basketball teams, accounted 
f or ten victories out of a thirteen game schedule. Seven of the winning 
scores were thirty points or over, and two-thirds of the defeats were by 
single points. 
Coach Lantz ha.d practically an entire veteran team to start the 
seas·on with, as Towles, center, a,nd Phipps, forward, were the only letter 
men los;t from the previous year. From the initial practice, Hall and 
Foreman appeared certain of the forward positions, and Cochran and 
Brown of the guards. Meurlot from Charleston High soon proved to be 
the pick of the center candidates, and the above five went through the 
season as the first team. Paul Osborn, center, McCall, forwa.rd, and 
Cooper, guard, were good enough to break into that combination for seven 
or more games and earn a letter. 
The season started off with a bang when Rose Poly was snuffed out, 
28-9, on the E. I. floor. It was a fair indication of what was going to 
1happen to ail opponents at least once during the winter. The Alumni 
succumbed next, 34-8, without the services of Earl Anderson. 
Then the team went to Millikin to make its best showing, running 
away from the Decatur quintet, 36-22, by a perfect use of the short pass 
and five man de£ense. The point getting was almost equally divided be-
tween Foreman, Hall, and Meurlot, with Brown and Cochran sharing 
honors in the end zone. The next evening Normal U. went under, 33-14, 
before Ruel Hall's scoring rampage in the second half. Returning home, 
Carbondale was met, and the Egyptians put up the first real fight the 
Lantzmen had yet experienced, but were defeated, 30-20. Normal U. came 
down for similar treatment a few days later, 32-18, Coach Lantz using 
three full teams during the engagement. Shurtleff furnished Andv 
Meurlot with a chance to shine, and his teammates did their share in the 
scoring department, too, the Altonese retreating with a 41-22 count against 
them. 
It remained for Millikin to smash the winning streak, and the job 
was done in no uncertain way, 34-25. The loss seemed to demoralize the 
team, and it took about all the r est of the season to e·ffect a recovery. Rose 
Poly was barely defeated in the final minutes of play, 23-13, at Terre 
Haute, while Southern Normal nosed out a 25-24 victory at Carbondale. 
Going to Jacksonville, another one point defeat fell upon the luckless 
Charleston quintet. It was Illinois College this time and the scoring 
was 18-17. Shurtleff, the next evening, almost turned the tables., but 
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defeat was averted and a 23-19 success went on t he r ecord boo! s. The 
season ended as every E. I. rooter wanted it to, and Illinois College was 
t r ampled, 37-21 , F oreman 's basket toss ing being the high light of t he 
contest. With the exception of the first Millikin game, it was the best 
exhibition of basketball the Blue and Gary staged during the enti re 
schedule. 
Although Hall was high point man, Forema.n was not far behind, and 
Meu rlot was anything but a bad third. All three were clever f loor men, 
able to toss baskets f rom any place on the court and be back on defense 
in a jiffy. As a trio they did not follow in after shots often enough, though 
this cannot be said of Meurlot, who always came in under the hoop aft er 
a long or medium try. They are small men, and all their speed and 
cleverness did not make up for it on a small floor like the home one. 
Brown and Cochran are the tall ra.ngy type of guards, experienced at every 
kind of game. They covered men or played the ball with equal faci!lity, 
and inter cepted a big majority of passes in the end zone. In some ways, 
they made up for the smallness of the forwards. McCall made his letter 
through an uncanny shoot ing eye. Osborn by his superlative floor wor k, 
and Cooper by being able to understudy Cochran better than any other 
• guard. Of the eight-letter men, five finished their work this year- Hall, 
Foreman, McCall, Cochran, and Brown. The latter is expected back, 
however, and with Meurlot, Osborn, and Cooper will form the nucleus of 
next year's team. 
A number of promising f reshmen were out , and severa l got into one or 
more games. K,irchner and Hammond, forwards, Hogue, center, Weger 
and Smith, guards, are in this class. Muchmore, H . Osborn, and Adams 
were former E. I. let ter men who were unable to part icipate in the r e-
quired number of games, but the latter may make his stride next year. 
White, a squad member from last season, gave flashes of f orm that would 
undoubtedly place him on the team, had he another year. 
As a playing unit , it is doubtful if Coach Lant z ever had a better 
quintet under his direction at E . I. Other of his t eams have boasted 
greater individual stars, but none the smoothness of team work on at tack 
and defense. 
Eighty 
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THESTUDENTCOUNC~ 
The Council, as in former years, was the main factor in making 
Homecoming Day a successful one. The carnival was given in order to 
make money to buy sweaters for the football men. Late in the winter 
term the Student Council organized a college dancing class so that those 
who couldn't dance would enjoy the dancing at school parties and dances. 
The present organization of the Council is as follows: 
Bernadine Abell ------ -- -------- ------------ -- -··· -- ___ ____ ___ ____ President 
Eighty-two 
Ralph Adams --- ---- --- ----- ------ ---- --- ------------- -- -----Vice-President 
Hazel Whitesel ___________________ ____________ ________________ __ ___ Secretary 
Rosetta Hays ______ _____ ___ _ -- ·--·---- -------- --- --- --- ......... _Treasurer 
Harold Emery __ __ _____ ______ ___ ___ __ ______ ''News" Representative 
Starr Cochran 
Lois Craig 
Olive King 
Anna Clark 
Hurdis Saltzman 
Harold Middleworth 
TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS 
With the Homecoming edition this year, the Teachers College News 
celebrated its tenth anniversary. There has been great progress since 
that first edition, back in the fall of 1914. The paper has changed from 
a money-making scheme of some needy students to a recognized student 
activity. It is under control of the Student Council and a faculty com-
mittee. It is on a firm financial basis. 
No small progress has been made this year. A new style of heading 
was purchased. E xcellent cuts were made to set off the various depart-
ments. Under the handling of George Brewer, the library n otes were 
rari sed from the rank of mere lists used as a filler to an interesting and 
much read department. In the "Fireplace Nook", faculty members had 
a chance to express t heir views on any subject. News of other colleges 
was more frequently featured. Harold Emery as editor, assisted by Iris 
Johnson, Margaret Coon, Bernadine Abell, and Ralph E dwards, kept the 
news and editorials to a high standard. While the athletic space was 
somewhat limited, Theodore Cavin handled that work well and efficiently. 
Starr Cochran, with a smaller advertising space, kept the paper on a 
better f inancial basis than ever before. Mr. Ashley as advisor and Miss 
Heller, Mr. Giles, and Mr. Thomas make up the f aculty committee. 
Eighty-thre 
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1925 WARBLER STAFF 
EDITOR 
Harry Mitchell 
A SSISTANT EDITOR 
Julia Price 
A THLETIC EDITOR 
Robert Shoemaker 
LITERARY EDITORS 
Mary F reeman 
Marjo11ie Bradbury 
Margaret Coon 
SOCIETY EDITOR 
Dorothy Whitacre 
CALENDAR EDITOR 
Katherine Shoemaker 
BUSINESS M ANAGER 
Roy Stillions 
ASSISTANT B USINESS MANAGER 
Vance Hulbert 
SALES MANAGER 
Robert McCall 
ART EDITORS 
Warren Gallatin 
Dor othy Hackett 
Iris J ohnson 
JOKE EDITOR 
Thelma Ryan 
SNAPSHOT EDITOR 
Corrine Leonhard 
ASSISTANTS To STAFF 
Alice Russell Ruth Whitson 
Lois Waters 
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THE MEN~S GLEE CLU.B 
One dark, windy night in September 1924, a storm 
cloud entered the main building of our school, and fo!lo·.v-
ing the course of least resistance, made its way to the 
music room. It was an interesting cloud to behold. It 
possessed thunder, lightning, and lots of air. It differ-
ed from the ordinary cloud in that it had a musical lining. 
And when the storm finally subsided that night, it left 
its lining behind in the form of a men's glee club . 
Thus, having been precipitated in such a marvelous 
way, the cloud soon organized and adopted a constitu-
tion. 
Miss Major kindly consented to be instructor and 
dir ector. Under her instruction the club grew, and 
waxed harmonic as well as strong. 
On February 2 the dub gave an evening concert. 
It was the first of its kind here, and we trust that its 
success will establish it as a precedent for following 
years. The pToceeds were used, in part, for t he purchase 
of orchestral instruments. 
The club assisted in giving the Prince of P ilsen for 
the music festival in the spring. 
What success the club may have enjoyed, was due t o. 
our director, Miss Major, and to our accompanist, Miss 
Geneva Foote, and to them we extend our thanks. 
PERSONNEL OF THE CLUB 
Carr oll Dunn _____ _____ _____ ____ _____ _____ _____ _____________________ _ President 
Carlos Goff _________________________ ______ _ Secretary and Treasur er 
William Canna way ____ ____ __ ___ ___ __ _______ _____________ ______ __ Libr arian 
FIRST T ENOR 
William Shoemaker 
McKinley Turner 
Theodore Whitesel 
Savilla Rosborough 
FIRST BASS 
Harold Emery 
Raymond Finney 
Carlos Goff 
Wilfred Nolting 
Robert Stewart 
Maurice Sullivan 
SECOND TENOR 
Carl Butler 
Wen dell Cannon 
CaroB Dunn 
Harry Phipps 
SECOND BASS 
Ralph Adams 
William Gannaway 
Thomas Grimes 
Samuel Mitchell 
Kenneth Rice 
Howard Allison 
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GIRLS' GLEE CLUB AND SEXTETTE 
The Gir ls' Glee Club, made up of about t wenty-five songsters, has had 
an unusually brilliant season during the year '24-'25. After several very 
helpful practices this group, together with the Girls' Sextet t e, pr esented 
the following programme : 
Bolero- Trio ____ ____ _______ ______ ___________ _______ ______ _________ Moskowsky 
Miss Ella Geer, Mr. Stover, Mr. Koch 
Dawn -------------· ··· ·---- ---- ------------------------------------ -----Max Bruch 
Girls' Glee Club-Miss Tiffin 
Ava Marie __ . ___ .____ ___ _ ._. _ .. ___ _ .___ ______ . _______ ________ ______ ___ Marchetti 
Girls' Sextette 
a Psyche- (Fren ch) _____ __ _____ ___ __ ____ _______________________ Paladilhe 
b Te souviens-tu? (French) _____ ________ _____ _____ ___ __________ Godard 
Miss Abell 
The Angel-Duet ___ _______ ________ _________ ____ __ ________ ___ _____ Rubenstein 
Miss ·Fawley, Miss Ryan 
a Snowflakes ------------ ------- ------- ------ --------- ------ ---------------Cowen 
b Lullaby ---------------------- ---- -- --------- ---------------------------------P ache 
Girls' Sextette 
a As We Part .. ______ ___ _______ ____ _________________________ ____ _ Ilgenfritz 
b Yesterday and Today ___ _____ __ __ ___ _____ _______ ___ ______ _______ Spross 
Miss Tiffin 
Serena de-Tr io .. ... ___ _ .. _______ ..... ____ _ .... __ __ .. __ _ ... __ .... ___ .. __ ... P iere 
Miss Geer, Mr . Stover , Mr. Koch 
Keeping a Seat at the Opera __ _______ __ ___ _______ __ ____ _ Recitation 
Miss Abell 
Calm as the Night ___ ____ ____ _____ _____ __________ _______ __________________ Bohm 
Girls' Sextette 
Hymn to the Madonna ____ _____ __ __ ____ ____________ ___ ____ ____ ____ Kresmer 
Girls' Glee Club-Solo, Miss Tiffin 
At present this organization is in the midst of a siege o•f p·r actices, 
the outcome of which, will be in the form of "The Prince of Pilsen," an 
unusually attractive operetta. 
The sextette, a new organization this year , has pr o·ved itself worthy 
of doing great things. Made up of two sopranos, two second sopr anos, 
and two altos, whose voices blend, the group was able to portr ay t he best 
of music. We regret that five of these young ladies will not be back n ext 
fall. Miss Tiffin, Miss Townley, Miss Abell, Mis Grimes, Miss Ryan, and 
Miss Fawley were the members of the sextette. 
Not enough praise can be given to the leader of these groups, Mr. 
Koch. Endowed with the great gift of musical interpretation, he was 
no small factor in the success of these two organizations. 
Eighty-eight 
COLLEGE ORCHESTRA 
Miss Maj or ___________________ __ ___________________________________________ Leader 
Miss Ella Geer ____ _____ ___________________________________________________ Violin 
Mrs. Ward Campbell _______ ___________ _________ __________ ___ ____ ____ Violin 
Mis,s Ger t rude Ly nch _______ _________________________________ _______ _ Violin 
Mrs . Haefner ______________________________________________________________ Violin 
Mr. Edward Thomas _____________ __________ ___________________________ V iolin 
Miss Emily F ox -------------------------- --------------------------------Violin 
Miss Chenault Kelly ---------- ------------------------- ---- ------- ----Violin 
Miss Gertr ude McKinney __ ___ ______ _____ ___ ___ _______ __ __________ Violin 
Mr. Stover _________________ __ __ _______ __________ Base Viol, Violoncello 
Mr . Wen dell Cannon ____ __ _____ __ _______ ________ ______ ______ ____ ____ Cornet 
Mr. Wayne Thrall ______ ___ ________ ___ __ ____ __ ____ _______ ________ _______ Cornet 
Mr. Harold Bennett _____ ____ ____ ___ __ ______________________________ Cornet 
Mr. Wendell Brown --------- --------· __ ______ __ Drums, Xylophone 
Miss Geneva F"oote __________ ________ ___ __ _____ __________________________ Piano 
Eighty-nine ~------------1925------------~ 
Y. M: C. A. 
CABINET 
Claude Combs __ ______ ____ ______________ __ _____ __ __ ______ _______ __ President 
Tilford Dudley ____ _______ Vice-p-resident and Intercollegiate 
Carlos Goff ___ ____ _____ _______ _ Secretar y and Social Committee 
William Gannaway __ __ _______ ____ _______ __ Treasurer and F inance 
Carroll Dunn _________ ___ __ ______ ______ ____ __ _______ _____ ___ _____ ______ Meetings 
Harold Emery ___________ ____ _____ _____ _________ _____ _ Discussion Groups 
George Brewer ___ ___ ______ _____ _____ _____ , _______ __ _ Church Relat ions 
Wilfred Nolting ___ ______ _____ _____ ___ __ Service and Employment 
Eugene Stillions __ __ ________________________________ __ _____ ___ Membership 
Harry Phipps _________ ___________ ___ _____ ___ _______ ______ ___ _____ ____ Publicity 
Starr Cochran _____ ______ _____ __ ____ _______ __ ____ _____ ___ ____ __ ___ ___ _ Athletics 
The Y. M. C. A. co-operated with the Y. W. C. A. and the Student 
Council in welcoming new students on registr ation day and assisting 
them to register. 
Questionaires, developed by the organization and filled out by each 
student on that day, have been used to advantage by various organiza-
tions. A stag party, a joint Y. W.-Y. M. all-school party, and co-operation 
with the churches in promoting attendance at the student receptions were 
planned and did much to help students get settled and acquainted. The 
organization took the f irst steps in organizing a school orchestra, which 
is now a decided asset to the school. Other accomplishments are : a go-
to-church Sunday four open forums on the subject of "War ;" a series 
of meetings at which were discussed student government; and other 
meetings at which reports were given by delegates to Geneva and the 
State Convention at P eoria. A successful membership and finance cam-
paign was conducted. 
Ninety 
Y. -~r. C. A. 
CABINET 
President _____ ________ ___ _______ _____ ___ ________ ___ ___ ____ __ ___ Florence Coles 
Vice-president ___ ____ _____ _______ ________________ _____ J o Frances Tiffin 
Secretary and Treasurer ____ __ ________ ___ Catherine Lathrop 
Publicity __ __ ______ ______ __ ______ __________ __ Iris Johnson, Julia Price 
Social ________________ _____________ __ ___ ____ ______ _________ _____ ____ Lucile Big-ler 
Finance --- -------- ------- ------------ -------- --··--·-- -- ---Corinne Leonhard 
Underg-raduate Representative ____ ___ ____ __ __ _ Hulah Boswell 
At the beg-inning- of the school year, a drive was made for member-
ship in the Young- Women's Christian Association. About fifty g-irls re-
sponded, and were initiated into the org-anization at a very impressive 
candle service. 
A series of Sunday afternoon reading-s and teas were held through-
out the year. They helped sustain the interest in the org-anization. 
Ninety-one 
THE DRAl\fATIC CLUB 
After a great deal of delay and fruitless talk, groups inter-
ested in a dramatic club finally met on Friday, November 7, 1924, 
t o organize. About for ty people attended this meet ing. Carroll 
Dunn was elected president and Hazel Hall secretary. Com-
mittees were appointed tp plan the work and dr aw up a con-
stitution. 
When the organization was completed, Robert Stewart 
was chosen president upon Mr. Dunn's resignation; Harold 
Emery was vice-president; Hazel Hall, secretary ; and Tilford 
Dudley, treasurer. Mr. Widger and Miss Warner are f aculty 
advisors. 
The programmes of the club inc.luded talks on current plays, 
the Little Theatre Movement, an_d on some phases of production. 
There was also r eading of some plays and actual production of 
some one-act bills. Among the one-act plays were one of Lady 
Gregory's, and "The Last of the Lowries", a Carolina folk-play. 
Early in 1925 the club decided to build a stage in the music 
room. In order to do this a full length play was planned, to be 
selected by the advisors. They chose "The Big Idea" , by A. E. 
Thomas and Clayton Hamilton. Tryouts were held at one of the 
r egular club meet ings, and the cast was selected. The play is a 
very clever story, calling for good acting and wit h lots of f un. 
The cast selected was : 
Dick Howar d ·········---·-···---· ---·--·--···········-········Claud Combs 
James Howard (his father) .................... Harold Emery 
Bob Caswell ····-····--·-····---·········-··-·--····---·····- .Caroll Dunn 
Mr. Byrne --· -- --·--·--------·- ·-· -·····-··-··-·--··-·--··· ·· ·Robert Stewart 
Chas. Gilmore ···-·····-····-·-··-··········-···············-···Fred Adams 
Steve Bingham --·-············-----·······-···-·----- ··-·-···· --Carlos Goff 
Jim. --- ·---··--····---····-----·······-·············-···· ------··--··-·-···J ohn .A wty 
E laine Foster -· ·················· ··········---···--· ··········-Vera Barnes 
Mrs. Howard ............................................... Emily Dowling 
Elsie Howard ···· ··-·-··- ·-· ·········--········-···-···········--·-Hazel Hall 
Mary .............. .. ....... .................................... Edna Saltzman 
Nine ty-two 
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AC TIVITIES 
Ninety-three 
1924-1925 
ENTERT AINl\fENT COURSE 
N inety-f our 
1924 
October 29- Flotow Opera, L'Ombra 
1925 
January 6-De Marco Ensemble 
F ebruary 17- Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra 
March 14-Motion Picture-Going Up-Star-
ring Douglas McLean 
March 27-Motion Picture- The Sign of the 
Rose~Starring George Beban 
April 11-Motion Picture-Why Worry-Star-
ring Harold Lloyd 
April 21-Frank Speaight- Dramatic Recitals 
from Dickens 
May 15.;_Motion Picture- Adam and Eva 
• 
HOMECOMING 
Anyone who was not at the Homecoming at E. I. 
in 1924, missed the greatest and most original Home-
coming our school has ever had. Class flags and school 
colors with a flag from the newly completed smokestack 
waved a hearty welcome to the crowds of vis.itors. More 
Homecomers t han ever before, crowded our chapel room 
for the exercises. Mr. Lord gave an appropriate. wel-
come ; then Mr. Hostetler spoke in behalf of the oldest 
of the Homecomers. After both of the glee clubs sang, 
Mrs. Madge Connor Allen sang, "Coming Home", and 
Mr. Koch played a zither solo and sang E . I's favorite, 
" On the Road to Mandala,y." 
Despite the sighs of some students, classes were 
continued until the noon recess so that the visitors might 
feel the thr ill of seeing others st ruggling with f amiliar 
problems. 
In the afternoon, there was a hot ly fought battle on 
Schahrer field, in which E . I 's heroes won f r om Normal 
with a score of 3-0. The class stunts were presented 
between the halves of the game. Andy Gump's political 
speeches, the elepha.nt act, and the unusual family im-
personated by some of the sophomore boys were the 
most orig'inal per formances. 
Then came the annual Homecoming dinner and 
dance. Many who could not secure seats for the dinner 
were present for the dance. Miss McKinney very ably 
served as toastmistress. Toasts were also given by Mr. 
Lord, Mr. Widger, Miss Byers, and Miss Abell. Every-
one went away sure that there had never been a more 
enjoyable Homecoming at E. I. 
N inety-five 
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TWEN'"fY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY 
To the Class of 1925 belongs a distinction that no form er class has 
had and no futu re class can have until the Class of 1950 takes its place 
in the hi story of the Teachers College. F or as Freshmen we closed a 
qu arter of a centur y of E. I., and as sophomores we have opened the 
second quarter of a cent ury , which the Class of 19,19 will close with its 
commencement exercises, at which our sons and daughters will take the 
places we now have. We s.hall-yes, we will-be there and shall look over 
the then old-time Watrbler of 1925 and wondEr if we really did look like 
t hat then; if we really did wear these old-fashioned clothes of which we 
now feel proud. 
The celebration of the Twenty-fifth Anniversary opened with r egular 
mor ning exercises, after which the following programme was given : 
The Companionship of Books __ _____ ___ __ . ___ ___ _____ Mr. Lord 
Zither Solo ____________ _______ . ____ ____ _______ ___ __ ____ ___ __ __ __ Mr. Koch 
In the Beginning __________ ___ ___ _____ _ _____ _____ ___ _____ Mr. Neal 
The Seeing Eye ------------- -- ----- ---- ---- -----"- ·----- ---Mrs. Merriam 
A Strong Mind in a Strong Body ______ __ ____ Mr. Shelton 
The Maker of Ideals ___________ __ . __ . __ _ _______ Mr. Goode 
The Significance of the Silver Anniversary 
to the Alumni ___ ___________________ Mr. Roscoe Snapp 
Twenty-five Years of Teacher Training ___ ____ .... Mr. Blair 
College Mass Chorus 
School Song 
In the afternoon there was presented on the campus under the direc-
tion of Miss Woody and Mr. Koch, a pageant, "The Light Bearers," written 
by Superintendent Francis G. Blair and dedicated to President Lord. 
At the request of the S;chool in which he was the first director of the 
Training School, Mr. Blair wrote this pageant in ten episodes, depicting 
the development of education in the United States, leading up to the estab-
lishment of Teacher Training institutions, and closing with our own school 
and a graceful tribute to its president. 
On Friday evening was the alumni banquet at P emberton Hall, which 
was followed by dancing in the gymnas-ium. About three hundred and 
fifty graduates, former students and teachers wer e present . 
Mr. Coffman, P res.ident of the University of Minnesota and formerly 
director of our Training School, was toastmaster. The speakers were 
Mr. Transeau, Miss Campbell, Mr. Newton Tarble, Mr. Keith Emery, Mr. 
Lester M. Wilson, Miss Ford, and Mr. Lord. Mr. Koch was on the pro-
gramme for a solo, "On the Road to Mandalay" . 
The celebration closed with commencement exercises on Saturday 
morning, June 7, at which Dr. Henry Johnson, a former member of our 
faculty, and now of Columbia University, delivered the commencement 
address on the subject "Then and Now". 
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CLASS HISTORY 
It was just the same old picture : a fireplace, a grandfather in an easy 
chair, and kid dies at his feet. As we looked, Wayne slid up closer to the 
big old chair . 
"Granddaddy Hughes," he piped, "please tell us about the school that 
looked like a German castle." 
" I've told ycu all I know," his grandfather answer ed. 
"Oh, no!" Presley exclaimed, "you promised to tell us about the Class 
of '25." 
Then the once stern young advisor of our sophomore college year 
began. 
"Your granddaddy is much younger-looking than if he had been 
guardian of that famous class from t he first. The freshman year, Mr. 
Simpson wa~. t heir leader until he became ill and left school. I was the 
youngest member of the faculty ; so these vigorous youngsters picked me 
to be their guide. The election of class officers early in September had 
been their first strugg·le. Next f ollowed a competitive weiner roast. In 
those good old days weiners were truthfully called hot dogs. Truthfully, 
_because some freshman even barked on the way home. Later in the year 
severa.l noted beauties from the class came more int<) the limelight by 
winning the girls' basket-ball tournament. Bef ore this excitement had 
subsided, the spring f estivities began. Every night was rush night-
class fights were on, the freshman coming out victorious from all the 
battles. They settled down, however, in time for the Junior-Senior ba.nquet 
;md j oint picnic, because here they were partly able to satisfy the hunger 
caused by these escapades." 
The old man paused, "By jove, you will have to hand it to that gang_ 
Three folks came even from Porto Rico to help make up that class of two 
hundred. 
"I returned in the fall of '24 to share in th~ Sophomore innings. Class 
m eetings were courts of brilliance. Needless to say, their minds were 
more on studies than on pleasur~ . Tendencies toward social activit ies 
resulted in a moving picture and a party. It cannot be said of those 
people that they t oiled not, neither did they sDin _ They toiled long on 
lesson plans- spinning webs to entice the model-school pupils. And when 
spring came, all free time was spent in seeking happiness, for they were 
soon to set sail for themselves." 
Long before the end was reached t he children had fallen asleep. But 
their grandfather didn't notice- he was lost in memories. 
N inety-eigh t 
FRESHMAN SPRING PARTY 
Saturday evening, May 17, 1924, was set aside for t he annual F resh-
man P arty. The characterizatior. 0-;' Man J ::mg furnished ent£rtainment 
for the first part of the evening. Tile piay was given on the west campus. 
After this part of the prog~·amm~. Mr. and Mrs. Stover, Mr. and Mrs. 
Willey, and Mr. Hughes led t~1e way into the gvmnasium. Here the "Illini 
Rhythm Kings" ga"e their bt-s':- mvsic while w~ .ianc<:Ll. The dancing was 
made even more pl.oa.saa~ be.::au.i:ie of the atmosphere given the room by 
the decorations of class colors an.d spir ea. At twelve o'clock the party 
ended-but the thoughts of it are living on in memories. 
When we docorated. 
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One Hundred 
FORMAL DANCES 
On DeceHlbe-:: thP. nin~teenth, the boys of 
the gchool gave, in the Kv mr.~nium, the first 
forlllal dance o( the year. Sma!i Cl:ristmas 
trees covered with many-0vlo;:eJ car:d!E> !ights 
offered pretty and appropriate decorations. 
Grant's eight-piece orchestr a of Mason 
City, Iowa, furnished the music. The chaper-
ones were Mr. and Mr s. Lant z, Mr. and Mrs. 
Moore, Miss Janes, and Mr. Hughes. 
The girls gave their annual formal dance 
on F ebruary the twenty-first, in the Charleston 
Chamber of Commerce Hall. The affair prov-
ed to be one of the most successful of this 
season. The hall was artistically decorated in 
black and white, carrying out the Pierrot and 
Pierrette effect. The music was f urnished by 
Clyde Grant's " Iowans". Mr . and Mrs .. Lantz, 
Mr. and Mrs. Haefiner, Miss Molyneaux, and 
Miss Besteland acted as chaperons. 
Simon .soy.s, 
"Toes tn. 
Find Clyde 
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wdl?ovt a line 
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One Hundred One 
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Sept. 15-Frosh arrive with their ears pinned back and the gleam of 
conquest in their eye. 
Sept. 16- Classes begin with gusto. The teacher s eviden tly think we 
are h ere to work . 
Sept. 17-Howls of anguish and 
squeals of glee ar ise from the 
south corridor as the t eaching 
notices posted on the bulletin are 
read by the Sophomores. 
Sept. 18-Sop:homores with vary-
ing emotions view their f uture 
charges. All-school party in the 
evening . 
Sept. 20-Mr. Taylor leads chapel and talks on school loyalty . 
Sept. 24.-College classes organize. 
Sept. 26- Two E . I. organizations hold their first meet ing of the year-
Men's Glee Club and Y. W . C. A. 
Sept. 27-We greet our teachers and fellow students at the faculty re-
ception. 
Sept. 29-Y. W. ·have a hike and breakfast. 
Sept. 30- Mr. Lord reproves "lazy lips" in chapel. 
<> <> <> 
Soph: Mr. Shafer wants to see you. 
Mr. Shafer : Long distance call rfior you. 
Galloping George (to his upper classman) : Hey! Is both of them 
the same? 
<> <> <> 
Red Baker (to the barber) : Haircut. 
Barber : How long do you want me to leave it? 
Red : Long enough so that you can tell it is r ed. 
On e Hundred Two 
Tim: I have t o have my eyebrow pencil or I can't go to school to-
morrow. 
<> <> <> 
Temperature in the library: 40 degrees F. Window lowered f rom 
the top. 
Cannon: Miss Booth, may I raise the window? 
Miss Booth: Certainly, Mr. Cannon. I am glad you like fresh air. 
Most people think this library too co1d. 
Gannon: I want to raise the top sash. 
<> <> <> 
Few people realize the necessity for Manual Arts for girls. One of 
our E . I. girls, Corinne Leonhard, has realized the n::ed to such an extent 
that she has taken up research work in the field. One of her latest find-
ings is a new use (effective also) for the hammer. It is that of self de-
fense. She swings the hammer with a mighty blow. When her researcch 
work is completed, women will have no fewer rights than men. 
<> <> <> 
OBSTINATE 
Mot her: Now children, don't quarrel. What's the matter '? 
Harold: We're playin' shipwreck, an' Susie won't go in the bathroom 
and drown herself. 
<> <> <> 
ACCORDING TO DIRECTIONS 
McK. Turner (to a f ellow ca.rpenter) : Why so many coats? 
Harrison : Well, I am going to paint that garage, and the directions 
on the can say, 'For best results put on three coats.' 
<> <> <> 
A UT'OMATIC MUSIC 
A mysterious moaning noise recently alarmed the guests at a London 
hotel. It is presumed that an American visitor had carelessly left his 
saxophone in a draft. 
<> <> <> 
Surgeon: I'll sew that scalp wound for you for $10. 
Patient: Gee, Doc! I just want plain sewing, not hemstitching and 
embroidery. 
<> <> <> 
Florence Craig: This weather doesn't agree with me. 
Lundy : That's not surprising, it doesn't agree with the weather man. 
<> <> <> 
Tim: I have an idea. 
"Wheat": Be good to it. It's in a strange place. 
One HundTed Th1·ee 
Oc.t. 1- Bring on those snapshots. 
Oct. 3- Mr Lunt, a former member of the faculty and now of West-
chester County, New York, shows a film after chorus practice. 
Oct. 4-Both football teams are outdone: Milliken 26-E. I. 0; Oak-
land 85-T. C. 0. 
Oct. 7- Another week of work starts. 
Oct. 9-Student Council meets. 
Oct. 10-High School Warbler Staff is elected. 
Oct. 11-E. I. f lays Blackburn 45 to 0. "Some comeback." 
Oct. 15-Buy a tag and be a Homecoming Booster. 
Oct. 17-State Teachers' Meeting at E . I. Many "school marms and 
masters" are present. Where is the most up-to-date postoffice in 
Charleston? 
Oct. 18-Good ! Another day off. 
Oct. 22-Class meetings. Let's stop 
hazing. 
Oct. 23-0rchestra organized. No 
"frying-pan artists." are wel-
comed. 
Oct. 24- McKendree's heavy foot-
ballers pounce us at Lebanon, 17 
to 0. 
Oct. 25-Ghos·ts, witches, and all 
sorts of "make believes" appear in the gym for the Hallowe'en 
pow-wow. 
One H und1·ed Four 
Oct. 29-After patiently waiting for an hour, we are rewarded by hear-
ing "L'Ombra." 
Oct. 31-Miss Major insists that she is dragging the whole chorus. 
Oct. 30-You know you want a Warbler! SIGN UP! 
<> <> <> 
One student teacher to another: What are you teaching? 
Hazel Anderson : I'm teaching the Sahara Desert. 
<> <> <> 
In Seventh Grade: 
Student teacher: How did Mr. Allen and Mr. Taylor know, when 
they wrote this book, that 50 /'a is the same as 0 ? 
John Wyeth: They learned it when they were in seventh grade. 
<> <> <> 
Iris: I don't know how to draw eyes and noses, I don't know how 
they should look. 
Dorothy: Look at your own. 
<> <> <> 
Gannaway the Reporter: What you making? 
Staff member: Warblers, Bill. 
Gannaway: How many are you going to print this year? 
Roy: Not less than 5000. 
Bill: Now you had better tell me the truth, for I am liable to write 
you up in the Courier. 
Red: We want all the publicity we can get. Do your bit, Bill. 
One Hundr·ed Five 
NOVEMBER 
Nov. 1-Homecoming~. It was wonderful to come home aga in, and hear 
Mr. Lord talk, and Mr. Koch sing about "Where the Fly-ing Fishes 
Play." Who said that we couldn't beat Normal? 3-0. 
Nov. 6-Be quiet in chapel. 
Nov. 8- We fought the good fight with Indiana Normal and snatched the 
bacon, 25 to 13. Miss Major sings two beautiful songs. 
Nov. 11-Armistice Day. School dismissed from 10:20 to 12:00. 
Nov. 13-The Freshie.s were put in front in chapel, where they belong. 
Nov. 15-Mr. Lord tells us that the only difference between a cow chew-
ing cud and a girl chewing gum, is that the cow has a thoughtful look 
Carbondale beats us 7 to 0. 
Nov. 17-The first snow flies. Button up your collar. 
Nov. 21-Arcola High gives T. C. its last defeat in football. 
Nov. 22-Varsity winds up the football season by beating Lincoln 7 to 0. 
One Hundr-ed S ix 
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Nov. 23-0ut for one day. Bring in the turkey and the trimm;n·" 
Nov. 29-Come, all ye r evellers, to the carnival. 
<> <> <> 
"Crin": Miss Heller, I don't under stand this about the negroes origin-
ating the Ku Klu Klan. 
<> <> <> 
What does it mean to know the full meaning of "burning t he mid-
night oil"? 
Answer : A fifth subject, practice t eaching, or a place on either t he 
News Sta.ff or the Warbler Staff. 
<> <> <> 
NEW USES !<'OR WORDS 
Jack went home from school, for the week end. 
Jack: Mother, may I tell you a narrative ? 
Mother (not used to big words) : What is a narrative, son? 
Jack: A narrative is a tale. 
That night, before going to bed, Jack said: I'll extinguish the light. 
Mother: What do you mean by saying extinguish ? 
Jack: Extinguish means to put out. 
The next night when the neighbors had gathered at their home, the 
dog came in. 
Mother: Take the dog by the narrative and extinguish him . 
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Dec. 2- Dancing raises a small discussion. 
Dec. 4-Know ye that ye know. The teachers are t esting us. 
Dec. 5-Hooray!! We're out till Tuesday, for term end. 
Dec. 8- Registration day. Popular saying, "Did you flunk ?" 
Dec. 10-What you t eaching this semester? 
Dec. 11-----Mr. McCormick talks to us about personality. 
One Hundred Eight 
Dec. 12-Effingham ho-op artists trounce T. C., 29 to 7. 
Dec. 13-We all went to the Christmas party in the gym. 
Dec. 17 -Pem Hall girls have their Christmas party. Even the faculty 
aren't immune to the dangers that lurk under the mistletoe. 
Dec. 18-The varsity start the basketball season off right by squashing 
Rose Polly 28-9. 
Dec. 19-The big thrill. Home for Christmas vacation after the Boys' 
Formal. 
Dec. 30'---What did you get for Christmas'? Santa evidently didn't get the 
'low-down on Frosh, for most of them had full stockings. 
<> <> <> 
CONFIDENTIAL 
H. S. Editor to Editor: We want to have a page for the Twelfth 
Year honor roll. 
Harry: How many do you have ? 
Theodore: None yet, but we hop€ to have by the end of the year. 
<> <> <> 
Gallatin: Do you know why some girls are called bungalows instead 
of flappers, now? 
Red: No, why ? 
Gallatin: Because they are painted in front, shingled behind, and 
their attic is empty. 
One Hundred Nine 
~-----~VVARBLER------~ 
Jan. 1-We start the New Year right by going to classes all day. 
Jan. 2-A number of the alumni are back. They all look so prosperous 
we're fired with ambition to get into the teaching business. 
Jan. 6-We hear some harp music by the De Marco Harp Ensemble. 
Jan. 9-The E. I. Quintette shows Milliken "how the pig ate the cab-
bage." Score 36-22. 
Jan. 10-lt wasn't necessary to stall with Normal. 33-14. Not so bad. 
Jan. 12- The News and Warbler Staff are in their new home. Thanks 
t o the Class of 1924. 
Jan. 15-Carbondale stoops to the Lantzman. 30-20. 
Jan. 16- What's the matter with the Girls' Glee Club? All who attended 
their musical will say they're all right. 
Jan. 17- We tramp Normal 32-18. 
Jan. 2.0-Mr. Brown of the St. Cloud Normal School wishes us enough 
work to make us happy. If work brings happiness, we're all in para-
dise. 
Jan. 22- We get out of conference early to go to the movie, but the movie 
fails to arrive. 
Jan. 24- Shurtle,ff bows to us 41-22. 
,Jan. 27-This is a thrilling morning for our football heroes- thrills of 
joy O·ver the new sweaters, and thrills of doubt and embarrassment 
over the ensuing speeches. Too bad you did not get to talk. 
Jan. 28- Instead of turning the other cheek, Millikin swats us 34-25, on 
our floor. 
One Hund1·ed Ten 
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J an. 31- Everyone has a good time at the old-fashioned party. The pic-
turesque wedding of Timothy Hay and Rosemary Buckhorn got a 
good. laugh. 
<> <> <> 
If you think these jokes are old 
And should be on the shelf, 
Just loosen up, YOU CRITIC! 
And hand in yourself. 
<> <> <> 
THE SIXTH SENSE 
At a primary school examination, one of the questions was to name 
the five senses. A pupil wrote: The five senses are sneezing, sobbing, 
crying, yawning, and coughing. By the sixth sense is meant an extra one 
which some folks have. This is snoring. 
<> <> <> 
Clyde Gwin, putting his finger in a light socket: I am due fo r a 
minor thrill. 
<> <> <> 
The following is the letter of application written to the Editor of 
the TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS by Hiko Broko: 
"Hon Ed: 
I ' Hiko Broko. I driv a tpwrittor wi' terific nois & rat '! & E ng. am 
glorius. My l'st chob, it left its'lf frm we, fur th gud resun that the 
enermus bos, he ded ., & livs n mor. It \vuz un acct. uf ne fult uf I. Sew 
hnortbl Ed whut ye sed bout it$. If I cun b uf grat survis, I wil rive un 
sum dat that ye shud ges." 
Th e young man was immediately hired to take charge of "Pen· 
splashes". 
<> <> <> 
Gannaway (pointing to a hand press) : What is that thing? 
Red: Cider-mill, Bill. Go home and get some apples. 
<> <> <> 
Phipps: Jackson, ho'w can you tell Margaret from Helen? 
<> <> <> 
"What makes your nose so red?" 
"GlasseR, my son, glasses." : 
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Feb. 2-The News gives us some real jolts this week. Its front page items 
are spectacular, to say the least. 
F eb. 3- Because t he instinct of self-preservation is so strong in Mr. 
Lord, we are unable to state whether or not he enjoyed the boys' 
musical more than he did the girls'. 
F eb. 4-T. C. High is conquered by its old time rival, C. H. S. 
Feb. 7-The Men's Glee Club sings a few songs for us in chapel. We 
wish they hadn't been so few. 
F eb. 9-Faculty eat no pie or cake, only the hole in the doughnut. 
F eb. 10-The men of the faculty are well paid for such a long season in 
training-Faculty 16, Senior College 15. 
Riot in Pem Hall-a bat gets in the dining room during dinner. 
Feb. 11-Rose Polly is humbled on her own floor, 23-13. 
Feb. 13-Carbonda1e defeats us 24- 25. Reason: This is F'riday the 13th. 
Feb. 14 and 15-Miss Major talks to us during chapel, to prepare us for the 
Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra. 
Feb. 17-We can now say we have heard music, for we heard the Minne-
apolis Symphony Orchestra. 
F eb. 19-Mr. Allen r eminds the Sophs that it's time to start thinking 
of positions fo·r next ear. 
F eb. 21-The Girls' Formal is a big success. 
Feb. 24-Books for class plays have arrived, and tryouts are heJd. 
One Hundred Twelve 
F eb. 26-Illinois College noses a 18-17 victory over the "Five-Horsemen." 
Feb. 27-Shurtleff again blows to the Lantzmen, 23- 19. 
March 4-0ur basket eers end up the season with a victory from Illinois 
College, 37-21. 
March 6-Term end. No school for a whole day and one half! ! 
"Thus endeth the reading of the word"-for w e go to press. 
<> <> <> 
Atfer two hours of right face, left face, and to the rear, the sergeant 
noticed one of the recruits as he fell out of r anks. 
Sergeant: Where are you going, Number Three? 
Number Three (sadly) : I'm going home. You change your mind too 
often. 
<> <> <> 
Ver a : Does that climate agree with her? 
Aileen: That is more ·than you can expect from any climat e. 
<> <> <> 
Did you know t hat during the war German bat t leships were named 
after jokes so that t he English couldn't see them? 
One Hundn~d T h·i1·teen 
LIFE IN THE t10D£1 ~HOOL. (Both EidesJ 
One H u ndred Fozwteen 
COURSE IN MANUALARTS 
The following course for teaching Manual Arts in this State and the 
Sahara Desert, has been highly approved and OK'd by the heads of the 
Manual Arts Department (and their students) of E. I. S. T. C., and it is 
thought to be a good course for all those who intend to teach Manual 
Arts : 
First Month-THE AX. 
Plan 1. The art of cracking the hulls of hazelnuts with the ax. 
Plan 2. Trimming the finger nails with the ax without injury. 
P lan 3. The abscission of the capital att achment of the Thanksgiving 
rooster, without pain to the executioner. (A fine art). 
Plan 4. Using the ax as a protector against your wife (or husband). 
P lan 1. 
P lan 2. 
P lan 3. 
Plan 4. 
Second Month-CUTTING TOOLS 
The substitution of the butcher-knife for a rip,saw. 
The use of a safety razor in making shavings. 
How a lawn mower may be used as a jointer. 
The art of planing a board with a hoe. 
Third Month-OTHER TOOLS 
P lan 1. Pulling nails with a fence stretcher. 
Plan 2. Boring small holes with the post auger . 
P lan 3. How to pick the teeth of a saw properly, using the ice pick, 
co1d chisel, and sledge hammer. 
Plan 4. The great use of the fast degenerating hair pin in repairing 
broken pieces, and in holding ball-and-socket joints. 
F ourth Month- FINISHING 
P lan 1. Tools-The mop, blow torch, curry comb, and powder puff 
or chamois skin . 
Plan 2. Kinds and materials used in f inishing-Shinola, EZ Stove 
Polish, 3-in-1 Oil, Vaseline, Sta-comb, Boncella Vanishing Cream, Pam-
pean Beauty Clay, Ivory Soap, Old Dutch Cleaner , and Banana Oil. 
Plan 3. P rocesses 
(1). Fuming oak with the sweet essence of limburger cheese. 
(2). The process of using Karo as a water proof, adhesive, and 
elastic varnish. 
(3). Applying paint with a brush. (Especially practical for the 
feminine portion of the class.) 
Aint I. Wright 
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To 
MISS CASE AND MR. GILES 
who, as our a dviso·rs, have willingly 
and unfailingly attuned their interests 
to our activities throughout this pa.st 
year, we, the Senior class of T. C. 
High School, do gratefully dedicate 
our section of The Warbler . 
One Hundred Eighteen 
RAYMOND L. MODESITT 
Principal 
A. M., Indiana University 
One Hundred Nineteen 
THEODORE WHITESEL 
Editor 
VIRGINIA THOMAS 
A ssociate Editor 
STANLEY MciNTOSH 
Business Manager 
One Hundred Twenty 
FRANCES CRAIG 
Society Eclito1· 
EUGENE STILLIONS 
Athletic Editor 
MARY BISSON 
Literary Editor 
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RUTH ADELINE HARPER 
On with the dance, 
Let joy be unconfined! 
JOHN WILLIAM SHOEMAKER 
Well- tha t's all rig·ht with me. 
FRANCES E LIZABETH CRAIG 
I have a reason to like basket ball. 
JAMES STANLEY MciNTOSH 
I have always been a quarter of an hour 
before my time, and it has made a 
man of me. 
One Hundred Twenty-two 
VIRGINIA MARION THOMAS 
Her words and behavior ar e becoming 
of a lady. 
JAMES RUSSEL FARLEY 
A student of lucubration. 
MARGARET HENRIETTA BARNES 
Could you get angry if you tried very 
hard ? 
EUGENE LANDER STILLIONS 
An athlete, yesterday, to-day, and to-
morrow. 
VELM A EUGENE RAIN S 
There's mischief in this little woman. 
THEODORE LEWIS WHITESEL 
If I cannot do great things, I can do 
LENA IDA WEAVER 
And now my task is smoothly done, 1 
can f ly or I can run. 
FRANK ERNEST WOOD 
small t hings in a great way. In worth, not size, my value lies. 
MARY CHARLOTTE BISSON ETHEL MAY PRATHER 
P or what she will-she will; fo r wha t Her f ra nkness is a winning• t r ait. 
she won't-she won't. 
WILLIAM PRENTICE STONE 
Let us now come t o a good-natured face. 
OLIVE ALICE KING 
She is n ot a flower, she is not a pearl, 
But she is just a noble all-a round g irl. 
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ALTA J OSEPHINE DOTSON MARY ETTA EVERSOLE 
Girls will be g irls unless they can be Love with me is like a bird that flies 
married women. f rom tree t o tree. 
HALDON VERNE FOLTZ PAUL ROBERT OSBORN 
I am monarch of all I survey . I would it were bed-time. 
DOROTHY ANNA COX MARY JANE DUNN 
A blythe heart makes a blooming visage. Pride's chickens have bonny feather s. 
BONNIE MILDRED TITTLE FREDA MAY HUNT 
My will power is no g reater than my My love lies far away. 
want power . 
One H und1·ed Twenty-four 
GERTRUDE N ADINE GWIN HAZEL DELL CLARK 
I ha ve to be good-natured-! can't Winning is her way, 
fight , and I'm too fat to run. Pleasant is her smile. 
GWINDELL ANDREW BAILS LAWRENCE ALLEN McELWEE 
Have you seen my new girl? Mac is hard-working, but he, too, has 
his fun. 
DOROTHY EMMALINE McNUTT 
IRMA CLOTEEL POPHAM 
Huuy, hurry- such is life to me. 
Hard work accomplishes much. 
EULA CHRISTINE TAYLOR 
HELEN MARTHA HUFF 
She slips about quietly a s a mouse. 
Ever happy, ea rnest, br ight 
A student following paths of r ight. 
DORA ETHEL WASSON DOROTHY McNARY 
If silence were g olden, she would be Like a bee, she works all day. 
rich. 
ROBERT ALEXANDER 
CLEO DON HADDOCK 
Always there in time of need. 
I have to tease ; it's just my nature. 
OLIVE EVELYN COMBS 
DOROTHY KATHRY1 BENNET 
Why worr y about the morr ow ? 
A quiet type of active, earnest g irlhood. 
DOROTHY DAWSON 
MARGERY MAY MILLE R 
Happy as the miller-
Life is indeed no holiday. 
One Hund1·ed Twenty-six 
ETHEL ALBERTA DAVIS 
I love my friends; 
I like my neighbors. 
JOHN WILLIAM CLARK 
Your business is my business only when 
you want it t o be. 
WANDA CHLOTILDE McDIVITT 
Her quiet, pleasant manner wins many 
f riends. 
ALICE LOUISE DAVIS 
Another rose may bloom a.s sweet, 
But never a girl could be more neat . 
CLEDA ANN ABEL KIBLER 
So wise, so young, 
She cannot live long- single. 
RUTH BERNADINE ANDRES 
F ull of talky t alk and smiles. 
REBA PEARL NAY 
I say what I think when I th ink it. 
Other members are- Vernon Baker, H erbert Brown, May Dennis, Beulah Tittle. 
One Hundred Twenty-seven 
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HISTORY OF THE CLASS OF 1925 
On r egistration day of the fall of 1921, the class of 1925 gather ed 
in Room 6 to begin the fi rst lap to gain the coveted sheepskin. Class 
officers were chosen at the first meeting, making everything in r eadiness 
t o start the year r ight. During the year our existence in Room 6 was 
made known to the r est of the school by the part we took in athletics and 
school entertainments, particularly the carnival. We also had our share 
of social activities. 
When we returned in 1922 after a restful summer vacation, most of 
us wer e surprised and also disappointed when it was announced that 
Room 29 had been provided as a high school assembly r oom. The thoughts 
of having t o give up the f r eedom of the upper classmen in the downstairs 
assembly room were hard to endure for the fi r st f ew days, but we soon 
realized that the new order of things was a big advantage to us in st udy-
ing. We then settled down to our work much in earnest. At our f irst 
meeting we used good judgment in choosing Mr. Hall and Mr. Moore 
class advisors, for they directed us through an unusually successf ul year . 
As Juniors, we took part in several school affairs and had also many 
of our own gatherings, particularly with the good-natured Senior class. 
Among the Home-coming stunts given in the chapel was a play entitled 
"An Elopment", the outcome of which was very successful and brought 
much praise to our class, which gave it . At carnival time we put on two 
stunts, one being a visit through King Tut's tomb. Early in the spring 
we broke t hrough t o our social nature and gave the Senior class a. party. 
The girls presented a humorous play and the boys sang some original 
songs, in rather original voices. The Seniors seemed to have been well 
entertained, for they talked about the party for weeks afterward. 
After this party our newly made r ed and white flag was placed under 
strong lock and key, for signs of class r ivalry were already evident 
among the most sportive of our groups. As it was thought advisable 
that the class should not decorate, two weeks wer e set in the spr ing for 
orga.nized Junior-Senior class rushes. During this time two of our Juniors 
received night-trips to the country, gratis; while four Senior s had the 
pleasure of plodding home during the wee hours f rom remote rural dis-
tricts. After the fighting was over, the boys of both classes indulged in a 
"tug-o1fL.war" . A r ope was stretched acr oss the lake and a big crowd 
gat hered to see the combat between the muscular strength of two factions 
of T . C.'s strapping youths. However, the sturdy Senior lads proved t hat 
they had more pull by dragging the struggling Juniors clear through the 
lake. 
On the night of this same day both classes gathered at the E ndsley's 
woods for a friendly f eed, and swore off f urther hostilities by smoking a 
peace pipe. A little later, at the Senior class night exercises, our Junior 
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president was presented the Golden Key of Knowledge by the Senior 
president . This most successful year was ended in the way of social 
ev nts by a well-attended Junior-Senior picnic held in the gymnasium. 
However, the success of this year was due in large part to our advisors, 
Miss Theriot and Mr. Willey, who were never lacking in their readiness 
to give us help. 
Since the beginning of the class of '25 in Room 6, several new member s 
have been added, and many of the old ones have dropped out; but we are 
stiil to have a rather large graduating class. As Seniors we have come 
to realize t hat st udies come before sociables, but good times have by no 
means ceased to have a bearing upon our school life. In the fall we had 
our weiner roast, but r emained idle as t o class parties until the middle 
of the winter, when Miss Case and Mr . Giles, our class advisors, proved 
to us that they were real entertainers, by giving us a party. Our part in 
the carnival this year was the coonducting of a post office and a tea and 
dance parlor. The officers that have been carrying out the work t his 
year are: 
President ____ __ __ .. ____ _ ....... ___ ____ .. _____ .. __ ___ _ William Shoemaker 
Vice-P resident ____ __ ___ _______ __ __ ___ _______ ____ __ ____ Stanley Mcintosh 
Secretary ____ ____ ___ _______ _________ __ ___________ _____ _____ __ _____ _ Ruth H arper 
Treasurer ___ ____ ____ ___ __ ____ ___ __ .. __ __ .. ________ .. ___ _____ __ __ _ R ussel Farley 
Chairman oi[ the Executive Committee _______ _ Nadine Gwin 
Lately, we have been 6iscu . .,;&i~lg to.e .r.wdes of warfare to be taken 
up this spr ing with the Jun;Jc)rs·, ~ In ·.dass ·-1-iv:llry, but so far no definite 
decisions have been made. '·At t!'I'esefit , 0\i.r dass play, "What Happened 
to Jones", is receiving mos~- o: Jt:r attEntioil, i:i.hd if t he plans which are 
made f or this OC{.a3~Qn ;a:r~: w>t 1n't0ip~p~e~~ .fhe E;v..ening of April 25 is 
sur e to be a pleasm~- one. · · , , · .. - - - - · · · 
"WHAT HAPPENED TO JONES" 
The Cast 
J ones, who travels for a hymn-book house __ ___ ___ William Shoemaker 
Ebenezer Goodly, a profess.or of anatomy _______ _ Theodore Whitesel 
Anthony Goodly, D. D., Bishop of Ballarat _____ ___ Eugene Stillions 
Richard Heatherly, engaged to Marjorie ________ Stanley Mcintosh 
Thomas Holder , a policeman __ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ______ ____ ____ Russel Farley 
William Bigbee, an inmate of the Sanatorium ________ Prentice Stone 
Henry Fuller, Superintendent of the Sanatorium __ __ Haldon Foltz 
Mrs. Goodly, Ebenezer's wife _______ _____ ____ ____ __ __ __ _____ _ Virginia Thomas 
Cissy, Ebenezer's ward ____ __ __ ____ _____ ___ ______ ____ ______ _____ Dorothy McNutt 
Marjorie, Ebenezer's daughter _____ ____ _____ _____ _________ ____ Ruth Harper 
Minerva, Ebenezer's daughter ___________ _________ ______ Margaret Barnes 
Alvina Starlight, Mrs. Goodly's sister ___ _____ ___ _____ _ Dorothy Cox 
Helma, a Swedish servant girl___ ___ ___ ________ ___ ______ ______ Ethel Prather 
We are the happy Senior class of 1925; 
Though other classes be forgot, ours will still survive. 
To T. C. in the days to come, our mem'ries will return, 
And for the joyful Senior days our hearts are sure to yearn. 
One Hundred Twenty-nine 
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS HENCE 
On a memorable day, in the month of May, 
In the year nineteen-f ifty, (please note when I say ), 
A r eunion was held at the schol so r enowned 
As the greatest of schools in lllinois and ar-ound. 
Of course you wonder who all these f olks were 
Who returned to this school and made such a st ir . 
To keep it a secret, f ar be it from me-
This school that I mentioned is E. I. T. C. 
The ones whom I spoke of (now expect a surpr ise) 
Were no other than Seniors back in old t wenty-five. 
It was a st range litt le group of friends that were seen 
Wa nd'r ing the buildings and strolling the green. 
To these old grads there were many things new, 
But the marks of ord t imes were pleasant to r eview. 
In t alking with these people, strange things were revealed 
Of their occupations, which some wished concealed. 
Down on this paper I am going to note 
What t hose Seniors do or have done in days not remote. 
Shoemaker, t he pilot of an airship named Mar s, 
Flies from Australia-not from the stars. 
To keep company he' t::tk~:>s Hert€r1 Brcwn, 
Who in this strange T-and; is ·ma:! bl' uf :1 town. 
Stanley's a doctor in. far -off Berlin ; ... 
In using radium h~ ,sur:r:·ass~a all .men, , 
Virginia 's not a. teacher of history at ali, 
But an orph:1m' hom'e· 'ma:tr.):n_ 'j,t"~~ast ·~'l ido ~"-~n;-_ 
Nadine has ju~t <vrrttEn1 "Hew to :P~c9p'Fit'·' ; · · ' 
While Gwindell peddles it around a bit . 
Mary Bisson, while studying ants in Brazil, 
F ound Dorothy Cox, who about had her fill 
Of t eaching the natives how to play tennis 
By the rules and regulations authorized by May Dennis. 
Theodor e has sur ely surprised us all ; 
He answered to the queerest kind of a call: 
A teacher of nature-dancing you'll find him to be 
At Mlle. P rather's Dancing Academy. 
Eugene, our athlete, is just doing great ; 
He's got a r ich countess for a mate. 
F rank Wood, in spite of his size, so they say, 
Is the most noted f ootball coach of the day. 
Dorothy McNutt , t hough she's changed her name, 
Has recently come into t he midst of fame; 
She's starring in Russel F arley's latest, 
"Man or Woman, Which Is the Greatest ?" 
Any night f rom London on your radiola 
You'll hear Ruth Harper give a piano solo. 
Margaret and Lena some t ime ago did start 
A school in Vermont for teaching art. 
Irma went over to st udy in Spain 
And likes it so well, she's going to r emain. 
Olive King is the leader of a village church choir . 
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Helen Huff studies nature in New Hampshire. 
John Clar k has remained a t rue son of the soil; 
On a seed farm near Lerna he and Don toil. 
In all the large fruit markets now you will see 
Hal Foltz seedless cherries, f resh from the tree. 
McElwee dairy products are in constant demand; 
They're used by people all over the land. 
We're ail glad to hear Misses Wasson and Clark 
Are hotel mistresses at Yell ow Stone Park. 
In a Marinello shop near P uget Sound 
Marjorie Miller and Reba Nay will be found. 
Mary Eversole's a house-wife on the Isles of Canary ; 
Also here teaching botany is Dorothy McNary. 
I'm told Alice Davis and Eula Taylor 
Ran away to New York-each married a sailor. 
Freda's the wife of a major-general, 
And Frances, no longer Miss Craig, is Mrs. - . 
Alta and Cleda have homes side by side, 
And all of t heir t roubles in each ot her confide. 
Ethel Davis has written on the subject, good health; 
She says that sickness detract s from your wealth. 
Wanda is a stenographer at E. I. T. C. ; 
While Dor othy Dawson a nurse has turned out t o be. 
A charitable lady is Miss Olive Combs, 
Who goes about visiting poor peoples' homes. 
By giving them loaves of Tittle's f ine bread 
She keeps them happy and also well-fed . 
Our famous class-mate, Velma Eugene Rains, 
P lans herself a bungalow with greatest of pains. 
P r entice, I'm told, has been working his best 
To start up a law firm out irt the West. 
Alexander and Osborn, two rich financiers, 
Are backing his business but with many fear s. 
These happy companions, convened here together, 
Have won their posit ions through much stormy weather. 
"They've cr.ossed the Eske River where ford there was none" , 
But many of them say success hasn't begun. 
At another r eunion ten years from now, 
A king or a queen you will find, I vow; 
Or possibly even a Teddy Roosevelt, 
Or a knight like Sir Arthur with a sword in his belt. 
One Hundred Thirty-one 
A WINTER NIGHT 
December winds howled hard and cold ; 
Old John came blowin' in and told 
How cold it'd be to-night, by J oe, 
A big freeze up, and a great big snow. 
Have to lock up tight to-night, 
Or we would get a good frost bite; 
He'd sit up and watch the house, 
Not even safe for a warm little mouse, 
'Cause it's goin' to be turrible cold to-night. 
So tuck in the covers firm and tight. 
Mother warms the irons for our f eet, 
Gets out our flannels from the old hall seat, 
Gets in the dog, and stops up the doors, 
Have t o cut that draft from off the floors, 
Goin' to close off the flront-room soon, 
'Cause the winds a playin' too lively a t une. 
Then Mother blinks, and we see a tear ; 
She says it was easier when dad was her e ; 
He always made cold evenin's more happy 
By sayin', "This is a night for home", by crackee !" 
-Fr ances Craig, '25. 
ON A RAINY DAY 
The day is cold and wet; a drizzling rain 
Incessantly pours on. The t r ees and flowers 
Shout they have had enough, but all the po·wers 
The deluge could not stop; 'twould be in vain_ 
Such damp and humid weather clouds the brain ; 
One t hinks of dreary things ; and dragging hours 
Increase the shackles on our leashed desires-
While still without comes down the driving rain. 
But suddenly the oppressing sounds are ceased, 
The clouds are rid of all the rain they bore; 
Their strength exhausted, they can give no more. 
Forth bounds the welcome sun, and now r eleased, 
Gives the world its warmth ten times increased, 
And makes all nature brighter than before. 
- Velma Rains, '25. 
One Hundred Thirty-two 
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JUNIOR CLASS 
OFFICERS 
First Half Year Last Half Year 
Herbert Iknayan ______________ ____________ President _____ _______________ __ ________ Lawrence Hill 
Pearl Day ________ ____ ____ _____ ____ ___ Vice-President ______ ______________ Granville Hampton 
Robert Lynch ____ ___ ____ : __________ __ ______ Secretary ______ __ ___ __ ____ ___ ____ __ Catherine Shaffer 
Ida Livingston ____ ___ ______ ____ ______ _____ Treasurer ______________________ ___ ___ __ ______ __ Pearl Day 
Paul Goodman __________________ Sergeants-at-arms ___ ___ ______ __ ____ Vivian Henderson 
Granville Hampton 
Anderson, Lelah 
Austin, Winifred 
Awty, J ack 
Baker , Lenora 
Brown, Paul 
Buckler, Maude 
Cheesman, F aye 
Clark, Anna 
Conrad, George 
Crabtree, Velma 
Crispin, Carleton 
Davis, Leonard 
Day, Pearl 
Doty, Margaret 
F lesher, E ula 
F oote, Ralph 
Foreman, Charles 
Garver, Carl 
Gebhart, Esther 
Gilbert, Raymond 
Goodman, Gabriella 
Goodman, Paul 
Haddock, George 
Hallowell, Harriet 
Hampton, Granville 
Henderson, Vivian 
Higgins, Hazel 
Donald Willingham 
CLASS ROLL 
Hill, Lawr ence 
Iknayan, Herbert 
Jackson, Ella Mae 
Kaufman, Mayme 
Lane, Dorothy 
Lewman, Mary 
Livingston, Ida 
Lynch, Robert 
Marker, Gertrude 
McNutt, F r ances 
M-oody, Cedric 
Nolt ing, Wilfred 
Parkison, Ralph 
Phipps, Howard 
Popham, Josephine 
Ratts, Nellie 
Rhoden, Ralph 
Shafer, Dorothy 
Shaffer, Catherine 
Sims, Nolan 
Sims, Marjorie 
Sims, Kenneth 
Tittle, Mary 
Wasson, Frances 
Willingham, Donald 
Zimmerly, Ruth 
One Hundred Thirty-five 
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One Hundr·ed Thir·ty-six 
SOPHOMORE CLASS 
OF FICERS 
P r esident -------------------------------- --- -------------------- -Bobbie Wyeth 
Vice-P resident ______________________________ ______ __ __ ______ Ivory Rennels 
Secretary __________ ______ ____ ______ ______ __ ___ __ _ :____ ___ Virginia Modesitt 
Treasurer ________ __ ___________ _______________ _______ __ _________ Ruth Truman 
Sergeant-at-Arms ___________________________________ __ ___ __ John Powers 
Historians _______ _ Clar a Lee Jackson, Harold Middlesworth 
Alexander, David 
Baker, Austin 
Ball, Emma 
Butler, Carl 
Chesser, Gene 
Clark, Osa 
Clark, Ruth 
Conley, Lloyd 
Cook, Stanley 
Cooper, Robert 
Cra,btree, Ruth 
Craig, James 
Day, Ruth 
Dudley, Esther 
Easton, Helen 
Edwards, Hadley 
Ernst , Jacob 
F aris, F lorence 
Francis, Ruth 
Frazier, James 
Freeland, Frank 
Fulton, Catherine 
Grimes, Thomas 
Gwin, Virginia 
Heath, Velma 
Hopkins, Mildred 
J ackson, Clara Lee 
CLASS ROLL 
Lake, Myrtle 
Mayfield, Dollie 
McMillan, Beryl 
Middleswort h, Harold 
Middle3worth, Leah 
Mitchell, Samuel 
Modesitt, Virginia 
Moler, Maurice 
Myer s, Virginia 
Phillips, Velma 
Pierce, E lsie Margaret 
Powers, John 
Ramsey, Margaret 
Rennels, Cynthia 
Rennels, Ivory 
Rodgers, George 
Scherer, Edna 
Story, Charles 
Strader, Norman 
Taylor, Donald 
Thomas, Julia 
Tinnea, Paul 
Truman, Ruth 
Waltrip, Gerald 
Wilson, Marguerite 
Wyet h, Bobbie 
One Hund1·ed Thi?·ty-seven 
---------1925 ______ __. 

FRESHMAN CLASS 
OFFICERS 
P r esident _______ ______ _____ __ ______ ____ ____ ____ ___ _ :_____ ___ _ Lyle Henderson 
Vice-President _________ ____ __ ___ ______ ____ ___ ___ _____ ___ Max Bisson 
Secretary ----- -- --- ---- -------- ----------- ----- - ___ ______ __ __ Madge Cooper 
Treasurer ____ ________ _____ ______ _______ _________ ___ _____ ____ Wayne Sanders 
Ser geant-at-Arms --··· ·· ···-- ----------- --- ---- --···· ··· ·Rex McMor r is 
P oet ---- ·· ···· ··-- -· ·· ·- -- ------ ----·--- ------ -- ---- ---- __ ______ _ Claude Kellam 
Historians ____ _____ ___ Francis McTaggart, Madonna Gilbert 
Adams, Ruth 
Adams, Clar ice 
Adkins, Neal 
Baird, Harland 
Baker, Hildreth 
Best, Byron 
Biggs, Russel 
Birch, Harold 
Bisson, Max 
Brown, Edna 
Drown, Harold 
Burnes, Ruby 
Chaney, N evah 
Clapp, Irma 
Conley, Mary 
Conley, Minerva 
Cooper, Madge 
Cutler, Carlos 
Cutler, Paul 
Devinney, Helen 
Ferguson, Howard 
Foote, Helen 
Garner, Dale 
Gilbert, Madonna 
Goff, Doris 
Goodman, Neal 
CLASS R OLL 
Goodman, Mar ie 
Gordon, Anna 
Grimes, Leona 
Gwin, J ohn 
Hackett, A ust in 
Hail, E unice 
Hall, Genevieve 
Hammond, Eleanor 
Hender son, Lyle 
Henry, Dorothy 
Ingram, Graydon 
Kellam, Claude 
Lantz, Natalia 
\Larrison, Bernice 
McComas, J ack 
McKee, Otto 
McMorris, Rex 
McMullen, Walter 
McTaggart, Francis 
Merritt, Glen 
Millage, Thelma 
Nelson, Frances 
Packer, Keith 
Phipps, Helen 
Pigg, George 
Popham, Cecil 
Reasor, Charles 
Rennels, J ohn 
Rennels, Leo 
Rennels, Marian 
Rennels, Helen 
Saltzman, Hurdis 
Sanders, Wayne 
Schouten, Bruce 
Shafer , Leonard 
Sloan, Kenneth 
Spence, Leona 
Stillions, Mabel 
Swinford, Leo 
Taylor, Louemma 
Taylor , Marjorie 
Taylor , Richard 
Tomberlin, Nora 
Walker , Glenn 
Walters, Robert 
Waters, Lillian 
Wilber, Dallas 
Woodson, Helen 
Zehner, Mildred 
Zimmerly, Vesta 
One Hund1·ed Thi1·ty-nine 
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WEE BITS OF ENGLISH PRAISE 
My friends, there is one thing which is very attract ive and note-
worthy in this school, and that is the 2 :20 English class. After a heavy 
dinner and a nap of an hour or so, you may expect some most brilliant 
recitations. When the bell rings at 2 :20, those who have been working 
so hard as to need cooling, refresh themselves with the juice of the 
Ambraw, and by putting forth all efforts manage to get to the base of 
the stair-way about the time the bell rings. In the hurrying and 
scuffling, Mr. Butler accidentally loses his chew, Mr. Brown loses his 
English paper, and the others, having scuffed their shoes, ask Mr. Stone 
to start a shoe-shining parlor . 
Yesterday, Miss Pierce, upon being asked to recite, claimed that 
she had a grit in her throat and couldn't speak d istinctly . Members 
of the class thought that she did not want to spoil her r eputation. 
Upon investigation it was found that only the day before she had 
attempted drinking this aforementioned heterogeneous liquid called river 
water. 
In the past few days fresh air has become quite a problem in Room 
10. There is such a wide variation of clothing worn that all members of 
the class are not well adapted to the same temperature. At seventy 
degrees F arenheit, some are hot, some are cold, and others are "just 
middlin". So it is, one fellow wipes the perspiration from his forehead, 
while another pulls his sweater over his ears. 
Now that the study of journalism has been taken up, the instructor 
of this class has diS'covered several st udents who are highly talented 
and ambit ious in literary work. It is thei r desire to read a newspaper not 
for amusement but for information. A student who r eads .f or 
amusement states the following: "A short time ago I read an account 
in the N ew Y ork Sun concerning Luther Burbank's work. It stated that 
the watermelon plant had been successfully crossed with the cactus so 
as to protect melons from being stolen." 
"Very well," says the teacher, "let us hear from him who reads for 
info rmation." 
The well informed Johnny pipes up, "I read where Governor Small 
crossed the Mississippi with a Ford." 
This class, as you may already know, is the most prominent one in 
the High School. If a question arises that cannot be easily answered, a 
member of this English class is consulted. If an essay is to be writte.q for 
T he Warbler, members of the 2:20 English class are asked t o do it. All 
of these things show what a reputation the class has gained. Also, take 
into consideration the contents of the class-Mr. Butler, a real business 
man, Mr. Brown, the star athlete, Mr. Stone, a pernickety Hercules, Mr. 
Ernst, who is equal to Caesar himself, (the Caesar in Hawthorne's 
"White Old Maid"), and many others too numerous to mention. In fact 
the cream of the high school is here represented. 
Well, my good friends, since my storm of words has blown over, 
lest you be elated I shall leave it to a wiser person than I, our teacher, 
to prove to us how little we know. So beginning today let us class our-
selves not as sages but just as students. Let us go on helping the school 
as well as this class to prosper, and bring about this prosperity by improv-
ing in the essentials of good English. -Ivory Rennels, '27 
One Hund1·ed For f11 
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CONCERNING THE POOR FRESHMAN 
A freshman is a for lorn t hing, 
As dumb as anyone could be ; 
A freshman's death would have no sting-
His life's just a formality. 
He knows not where to turn his head, 
Nor whither to direct his eye. 
What brain he has is almost dead; 
Great thoughts it never can supply. 
H is mind is but a jumbled mass, 
He knows not what 'tis all about. 
Unconsciously he goes to class, 
Recites, and then is hustled out . 
He has no will to call his own, 
No friends are his to cheer the way, 
No joys in his direction thrown 
Will help him on from day to day. 
The f uture is but darkly seen, 
No promises to him it yields; 
The past, f orgotten, has but been 
An endless line of battlefields. 
But still, we're brothers, are we not, 
In one great novel, that of Life? 
We all must figure in the plot, 
We all must struggle in the strife. 
So if a freshman you s~1ould meet, 
Who needs another's help and love, 
P ray, send him not back in retreat, 
But h elp him reach the heights above. 
If such of good from your heart pours, 
To make his lot less hard to bear, 
Reward on earth may not be yours, 
But t hink of what awaits up There! 
-Claude Kellam, '28. 
One Hundred Fo1·ty-one 
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Afte.r'Jhe Nite &fore frat, Co-ed crnd fYa + 
One Hundred Forty-two 
One Hund1·ed Forty·-th?' ee 
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HISTORY OF OUR HIGH SCHOOL 
When high school students of Teachers College registered for the 
fall term of 1922, they learned that a real h igh-school department h ad 
been organized with Mr. Modesitt as principal ; t hat hereafter t enth , 
eleventh, and twelf th year pupils would use Room 29 as their assembly 
and study room, that nint h year pupils would use Room 6, and that care-
f ul schedules had been made regulat ing thei r prompt and sure presence 
in these rooms at all vacant periods. Room 29 had been r efu rnished for 
them with desks, chairs, book cases with reserve books, and other things 
to accommodate the two hundred and six ty-six pupils who enrolled. Order 
was maintained by a t eacher in charge at all times, and very inducement 
was given the pupils t o study during vacant periods. So the high school 
students settled down to real work, and soon grew to enjoy, t o really en joy, 
the orderliness and decorum of a vvell-regulat ed study room . A good f oot-
ball team and an excellent basket ball team helped to develop enthusiasm 
and much school spirit for t he new regime. A cheer leader was elected, 
and a Student Boar d of Control was formed to direct high school activi-
ties. P urple an d gold, the chosen colors, appeared on sweaters and a rm-
lets and streamed proudly from the walls at b1'.ll-games and at parties. 
Picnics, class parties, and decorat ion days followed ; and the spring of 
1923 brought the first Senior high school class-play. In 1924 there was 
another Senior class-play given. Senior class-day exer cises were held 
in the college audit orium in the spring of 1924 with speeches, a class-
song, a poem, a boys' glee club singing, and a jolly r eception for t he parents 
of the class afterward in the newly decorated r eception-room. This 
spring there was a "tug-of-war" , t oo, bet ween the Junior and Senior 
boys out by the banks of Lake Amoweenah, in which the Senior boys 
pulled the J unior boys right through the lake. The h igh school basket-
ball tournament for the district was held at E. I. in t hi s spring of 1924, 
and the T. C. team brought h onor to the school. So study, hard work, 
and play have brought good times to the pupils of the high school, and 
t hey are glad t o have a dist inct organization and r ecognition. 
The ~ession of 1924-1925 has seen even more good times and good 
work. Upon the walls of Room 29 are hung two beautiful pictures, 
left by the classes of 1923 and 1924 as memorials. T . C. High has its 
own big chorus made up of all members of the school; it has a gi rls' 
glee club of about thirty members and an orchestra of ten instruments. 
These three, under the direction of Miss Maj or, Mr. Koch, and Mr. Stover, 
gave a pleasing. program at general assembly hour one Saturday morn-
ing. Th E: honor r oll published each term also shows results of much hard 
work upon the part of many students. With such progress made in th ree 
years, what may not the high school attain in the ones to come ? Per-
haps by 1930 former students coming to register will enter not the 
crowded Room 29 but an entire new high school building with a library 
and gymnasium all of it s own and pleasant halls to walk and talk in-at 
recess time. - Lena B. E llington. 
One Hundred F orty-four 
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STUDENT BOARD OF CONTROL 
At the beginning of the school year of 1924-1925 the Student Board 
of Cont rol was r eor ganized. The general aim of t his or ganizat ion is 
to supervise the activit ies and help fulfill the nee-ds of the High School. 
The Board this year has bt:en successful in many ways in car rying out 
its purpose, and has proved itself more than ever to be a necessary group 
in direct ing much of the High School's work. 
ACHIEVEMENTS OF THE BOARD 
I. Starting the Girls' Glee Club. 
2. Starting the High Sch ool Orchestra . 
3. Directing a "hello" party at t he first of the year. 
4. Continuing the h onor system. 
5. Continuing the dancing classes. 
6. Continuing the custom of giving High School letter men their 
letter s. 
7. Working with the cheer leaders to arouse pep. 
8. Arranging for th e T. C. High v s. T. C. High alumni basketball 
game to obtain money to buy th e graduating basketball letter men sweaters. 
9. Making the rule that students were to sit in alphabetical order 
at class meetings. 
10. Conducting a Saturday night dance t o make the r est of the 
money to buy the graduating basketball men sweaters. 
OFFICERS OF BOARD 
F irst hal:£ year Last half year 
Leona Haddock --- - ____ _________________ __ President ___ ------------·---- ---- -Margaret Bar nes 
Gr-anville Hampton ___ _____________ Vice President __ ____ __ _______ __ __ _ Granville Hampton 
Mary Lewman __ __ __ ______ _____ ___ Secretary-Treasurer __ ______ ____ ___ ___ Dorothy Shafer 
Advisors --------------------------------- -- -------------- ---- ____ _ Miss Ragan and Mr. Modes itt 
One Hund1·ed FoTty-five 
MEMBERS OF BOARD 
First hallf year Last half year 
Margaret Barnes ___________ __ _________ __ Seniors ___________ __ __ ______ __ _____ Margaret Barnes 
Leona Haddock -- ---------------------------------------------- ------------------- -----E ugene Stillions 
Granville Hampton ------~--- - _____ ___ J uniors ___ ________ ___ _____ _ _ Granville Hampton 
Mary Lewman ______ ____ __________ ______ ___ ______ __ ______________ ______ _________ ___ ______ _ Dorothy Shafer 
Emma Ball -------- ---------- ------- ------- Sophomores ________________________________ Emma Ball 
Catherine F ulton __ __ _____________________________ ________ _________ ___ __ ____ ____ ___ ______ Ruth Crabtree 
Helen Woodson _______ ________ _____________ Freshmen ___________ _____________ Helen Woodson 
Claude Kellam --------------------------------- ---- ------ --··----- ----------- ----- ----- -- -Harold Brown 
SOCIAL ACTIVITIES 
The annual High School party was the first of our social events. The 
main object of t his party was to give new students a chance to get 
acquainted and old students a chance to renew old f riendships. Miss McAfee 
and Mr. Widger had charge of the entertainment and introduced many 
new and enjoyable games. Huge doughnuts and sweet cider as r efresh-
ments served to stimulate a dancing sentiment; so the remainder of the 
evening was spent in this diversion. 
Not long after t his event the different classes felt the call of t he out~ 
doors and hiked to neighboring woods to eat weiners around pleasant camp 
fires. Each roast was made much more lively by the presence of class 
advisors, who kept amusements going at a fast clip. 
So lasting wer e these good times that no other High School sociables 
were held until the middle of the winter. In early January t he Sophomores 
led out with a party in t he gymnas ium and reported a very enjoyable t ime. 
About a month later Mr. Giles and Miss Case, the Senior class angels, en~ 
tertained their litt le flock wit h a party in the dome-stic science room. Be-
sides various games and _dancing there was an unusually attract ive play 
presented by Mr. and Mrs. Giles and Mr. Haefner at this party. Not for-
getting that food was essential along with entertainment , Miss Case served 
these Senior revelers with cakes and steaming cocoa. On the night of 
F ebruary 16, the Freshman class gather ed in Room 6 and had their usual 
good-time party. Miss Ragan helped out much in seeing that all went 
away with happy smiles on their .faces. E ven the High School orchestra 
was not devoid of a party. Coming t o-gether at Ruth Harper's home in 
full social bloom, these talent ed musicians spent a most enjoyable evening. 
By furnishing the food and good cheer, Miss Ellington was in lar ge part 
r esp:ons.ible for the good time had by all. On the evening of March 18, 
the Domestic Science class spread a banquet for the basketball boys. Mary 
Tittle was toast mist ress, and read a clever poem concerning each player. 
Mr. Modesitt, Coach Hughes, Business Manager Butler , Captain Stillions, 
and Granville Hampton, who was elected next year 's captain at this ])arty, 
each gave talks. 
The Juniors are now talking rather hintingly and looking kno\vingly 
at the Seniors, as if a Junior-Senior party wer e being planned. The Sen iors 
hope so, but have not been informed of anything definite as yet. 
One Hund1·ed Fo1·ty-six 
GIRLS' GLEE CLUB 
The High School Girls' Glee Club was organized at the first of the 
year with about t hirty enrolled and with Mr. Koch as director. F rances 
Craig was chosen president and Mary Bisson Secretary-Treasurer. The 
girls entertained t he school one Saturday morning at chapel t ime by 
singing several pleasing songs. After the work on the "Prince of Pilsen" 
had begun, Mr. Koch did not have the time to spend with the club; so it was 
abandoned. This kind of activity was well liked by the girls, and it is 
hoped that a better opportunity to s.ing will be afforded them next year . 
ORCHESTRA 
The High School Orchestra was created soon after school started, 
with Mr. Stover as director. The aim of the orchestra was to play at the 
High School entertainments. Due to several illnesses and the difficulty 
in arranging practices, its only appearance was at chapel one Saturday 
morning. 
PERSONNEL OF ORCH.ESTRA 
Piano-Wayne Sanders; Bass viol- E. L. Stover; Violins- Dorothy 
Cox, Anna Clark, Lyle Henderson, Mary Conley, Helen Foote, Edward 
Thomas; Cornets- Wayne Thrall, Bruce Schouten, Max Bisson ; Saxop-
phones-Byron Miller , Raymond Gilbert. 
One Humb·ed Forty-seven 
THE SCHOOL YOU LEFT BEHIND 
W}fen life is dark, and hard to bear, 
The. world seems not to treat you fai r, 
Then think of that old school back there-
The school you left behind; 
Old friends you made that were so true, 
Old times you would again live t hrough, 
And that old school,-the gray, the blue-
The school you lef t behind. 
Recall those many happy days, 
The friendships made in many ways, 
The one great friend you made that stays, 
The school you left behind. 
You see again those campus trees 
That moved so gently in the breeze, 
Your mind in happy vision sees 
The school you left behind. 
The lovers' tub stands hack there yet, 
To some's delight, to none's r egret; 
With all these you cannot forget 
The school you left behind. 
Forgotten are your present woes, 
Your daily cares, persistent foes ; 
Your eyes but see, your heart but knows 
The school you left behind. 
- Claude Kellam, '28. 
One Hundred Fo1·ty-eight 
ATHLETICS 
One Hundred Fo?·ty-nine 
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FOOTBALL 
The 1924 football outlook was handed quite a blow by the loss of so 
many regulars of the preceding season, but with Mr. Giles' acceptance 
of the coaching job future success st ill bade fair. 
About thirty young huskies report ed for the first practice. Among 
t hose, Captain Stillions, Nolting, Miller, Folt z, and Iknayan were the 
only ones with any experience at all. After t wo weeks of hard practice 
it was time f or the first game. This game was with Oakland, T. C.'s 
heretofore t riumphant r ival. Again Oakland proved her supremacy, 
carrying the game with an 85-0 win. This seemed to be a fatal star t for 
the light and inexper ienced T. C. boys. 
Although the team f rom t his time on was handicapped by the loss of 
Captain Stillions, who was forced to drop out on account of injuries, it 
made improvements and showed signs of developing into a fast-working 
machine. Ho·wever, the gains were not sufficient for t he team to break 
into the scoring column, and T. C. during the r emainder of the season fell 
t o Casey 26-0, to Martinsville 30-0, to Toledo 38-0, t o Effingham 39-0, 
and to Arcola 71-0. 
The outstanding player of the entire season was Nolting. Until the 
latter part of the season he was the main cog in t he line at center, but 
was shifted to fullback in the last two games. The nearest the team 
ever came to scor ing was in the Arcola game, when Nolting carried the 
ball within a f oot of a touchdown. Also, Miller, who was chosen captain 
in the place of Stillions, wit h his fast field-running, Iknayan with his 
punting and passing, and Sims with his hard tackling were promi-
nent factors in the team. 
Except f r om the standpoint of the games played, this season can 
not be said to have been an entire f ailure. It takes at least two years to 
develop a winning team; and with the knowledge and experience attained 
this past season through the splendid coaching of Mr. Giles, this team 
should come back next fall with j ust su ch wins as T. C. High has been 
noted for in the past. We must look forward to the future without 
chagrin, but with a firm belief t hat T. C. High School is sure t o make the 
best of her football experience next fall. 
PERSONNEL OF TEAM 
Ends--Sims, Frazier , Cook, Moody, Walters, Powers. 
Tackles- Clark, Foltz, McElwee, Stillions. 
Guards-Willingham, Cr ispin, Chesser, Foreman, E rnst. 
Centers-Nolting, Freeland. 
Quarterbacks- Miller, Mit chell, Shoemaker. 
Half backs-Hill, Moler , Craig. 
Fullbacks--Iknayan, Baird. 
Coach~H. H. Giles. 
Business Manager-Carl D. Butler. 
One Hundred Fifty-om 
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BASI(ET BALL 
T. C. High School is again this year unable to boast of a highly suc-
cessful athletic team. It is not fair t o say that the seven men who made 
up the basketball team could not play basketball, f or they proved that 
they cou)d, on not a few occasions ; but the winning spir it which is neces-
sary for a winning team did not pervade in a great part of t he games 
played. 
When the successful season of last year came to a close, the T . C. 
dopesters were asking the puzzling question, " Who will be the other thin-
clads t o play along with Captain-elect Stillions next year?" This r emained 
no longer a question when this year William Shoemaker, Stanley Mcintosh, 
Gr anville Hampton, Harold Brown, Gwindell Bails, and Paul Brown, along 
with E ugene Stillions, applied for posit ions on the team. Mr. Hughes, 
the sam e Mr. Hughes who gave T. C. High a winning team in '24, had 
arranged his work and consented to be the coach for another season. T. 
C. f ans began to view the prospects with a more cheery air and waited 
with eager anticipation to see the Purple and Gold in action. 
Much t o t he disadvantage of the rest of the season, the Hughesmen 
played their first game with probably the best team on t he schedule. This 
game was with Effingham and resulted in a 29-7 loss for T . C. This was 
no discredit to the locals, but it was not the kind of game to start them 
on the right foot. A short time later, with Captain Stillions lost tem-
porarily to the t eam because of an injured knee, T. C. was forced to take 
the brief end of a 24-12 score in a game with the husky Westfield aggre-
gation. 
After the Christmas vacat ion and with several hard practices to their 
credit, the team journeyed to Cowden, but because of poor offensive 
work it t railed along with 7 points to 18 for Cowden. With these th ree 
defeats dampening most of the confidence of the locals, there was little 
expectation of a close game with C. H. S., to be played in their gym. How-
ever, in this game with Mcintosh hitting upon a four-basket stride and 
Stillions and Hampton forming an air-tight defense, things looked critical 
at all times for the north-siders, who were fortunate to emerge with a 19-12 
win. With the good showing against Charles,ton High stimulating new 
life in the T. C. boys, they iniUated a victory over Neoga to the melody 
of 12-10. A little later Coach Hughes took his squad to Westfield, but the 
future tournament winners were able to crowd in a series of goals in the 
last few minutes of play and win by a 23-17 count. However, with the 
Kansas crew the T. C. boys effected a different story and played to win 
throughout the fracas. Kansas returned home under the pressure of a 
19-8 defeat. By this time the Purple and Gold were ready for the Scarlet 
and Gold once more. The battle which ensued was a glorious fight on the 
part of both teams, but Teachers High was the favorite to win until the 
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last few seconds, when a young Charleston saviour dropped in a f oul shot 
and a field g-oal. Thus the g-ame was lost to a worthv team, the score 
standing 12-15. This week the fu ture teachers went on crusades to E ffing-
ham and Metcalf but won neither of the games. Such was the hard-luck 
at the former place and the ragged playing at the latter t hat the scores 
were no other than 24-22 and 25-15, r espectively. With a little renewed 
ambition and speed Captain Stillions and his team mates, a shor t time 
later, dressed up in overalls and work shirt s, betook themselves to Neoga. 
They returned with wide-spread smiles, which were backed up by a 23-10 
victory. Kansas was the next foe, and by doing ever ything else but play-
ing basketball the team managed to get beaten 18-16. F eeling much 
humiliated by the Kansas loss, the Hughesmen stepped out of it and almost 
won the second game with Metcalf, 13-14. This score was justly taken 
by T. C. as plain hard luck, but there was no legitimat e excuse for a 17-15 
defeat to Chrisman , a few nights later. This miserable exhibition in the 
last scheduled game was a sore spot to the whole season's record, and T. 
C. was aching for a chance to redeem itself. The chance came when a 
game was booked with the alumni. At first it looked as if the Hughesmen 
would be snowed under by at leas t twenty points, but with a comeback 
in the last half that almost swept the veterans off their feet the score 
was tied. Then the T. C. thinlings appeared in all their glory. After 
thr eatening to win two overt ime sessions, the High School lads forged a 
two point lead in the third session and held it . This victory, 24-22, was 
the greatest one of the season. 
With a high tide of school pep and with a comeback never before 
seen in a T. C. team, Coach Hughes and his boys left for the t our nament 
at Paris to engage Marshall in a battle royal. But alas, they failed to 
acknowledge their comeback and were in the air th roughout the game . 
. It was lost 12-10. Thus end the events of a somewhat unhappy but a 
worthwhile season. 
There are a. f ew things to be said about the seven boys who r epre-
sented T. C. High t his past winter. They were one of the cleanest-playing 
combination of rt1ellows that T. C. can boast of ; and when it came to 
training, they were loyal in the full sense of the wor d. Captain Stillions 
was the steadiest and hardest -working player on t he t eam, and only by 
T. C.'s elimination in its first tournament game did he fail to make an 
all-star district guard. Shoemaker was a wizard on f loor-work, and when 
he got started on a scoring spree he was a whir lwind to stop. Mci ntosh 
was well-educated in t he technique of the game and proved himself to be 
the most reliable shot on the team in many instances. In Hampton, 
Coach Hughes found a man who could hold down guard along with Stillions, 
and could contribute a field goal now and then. Harold Brown was a new 
man at T. C. this year, but with his inclination to get into the game and 
scrap he held a place with some of t he more experienced players on the 
team. Paul Brown and Gwindell Bails were forwards who could get into 
action right at the start and who could help the team ou t of a pinch with 
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an occas.ional goal. As Harold Brown and Hampton are the only letter· 
men back next year , it will mean t hat Miller, Cook, Mitchell, and a few 
ot hers will have to step out of the shade and sho·w some basketball stride. 
In Ml·. Hughes, this school has found a coach of much basketball 
knowledge and willingness to put forth his best eHorts for the team. 
T. C. High is grateful t o him for the way he has worked for her advance-
ment, and to r ewar d him for his efforts she should strive to put out a 
winning team next year. · 
As Business Manager of the team, Carl Butler has been of valuable 
service and in this way has shown his loyalty to the High School. 
Name 
Stanley Mcintosh 
William Shoemaker 
Harold Brown 
Gwindell Bails 
Eugene St illions 
Granville Hampton 
Paul Brown 
P ERSONNEL OF TEAM 
P osition 
Forward 
Center 
Forward 
Forward 
Guard 
Guar d 
For ward 
B"-t\.SEBALL 
Total Points 
85 
48 
34 
24 
23 
16 
6 
In the spring of 1924, wishing f or another sport besides track, the 
boys of the High School organized a baseba.Il team. Mr . Willey wat:- secured 
to coach and Wayne Cooper was chosen to captain the group of fellows 
who wer e anxious to get into this spring game. Eugene Stillions was 
elected Business Manager ; and not long after, four games were scheduled, 
t wo with Ashmore and t wo with Tuscola. The first two games played, one 
with Ashmore and the other with Tuscola, were won; but the remaining tw 
were lost. Although the success of t his team was of no high degree, 
there was a good start made ; and it was proven that T. C. High had base-
ball material worth consideration. Stanley Mcintosh, as pitcher, was 
an outstanding player, while Cedric Moody was the chief mainstay at 
batting. It is of importance that this sport be ·encouraged in the High 
School each sporing, for the players who are developed are likely to be of 
considerable help to the college team a few years later. The posit ions 
that the different players held were as follo•ws : Mcintosh, p, ss; Shoe-
maker, p, ss ; Veach, c ; Bails, c ; Stone, lb.; Titus, 2b ; Cooper (capt.), 3b; 
Gannaway, lf ; Moody, cf ; Whitesel, rf; P . Brown, rf. 
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CRUEL THING 
Two little Freshies sat on a chair. 
Along came a Senior, spying the pair. 
All the mercy for Freshies and more 
Didn't keep these two from bumping the floor. 
"" "" "" 
Stanley Mcintosh (at the Senior weiner roast) - Aw, shucks, haven't 
you got any cider? 
William Shoemaker- Well, we have apples. If you're not too lazy. 
you can make your own cider . 
"Bill" Stone--Sa¥, Freda, do you have some music paper'? 
F r eda Hunt-No, what do you want it for? 
"Bill"-Aw, I want to write my girl a note. 
"" $ $ 
Miss Weller-How does ice change the surface of the earth? 
Robert Alexander-! don't know, but it changes the surface of th~ 
water. 
Clara Lee Jackson- After a r elapse of time the story goes on. 
$ $ ~ 
Mr . Crowe (taking roll)-Who sits there ? 
A student-Mayme Kaufman. 
Mr. Crowe-Well, this is election day. I suppose she's gone to vote. 
~ ~ $ 
A DEEP ONE 
Mr. Giles- According t o what you say, Mr. Parkinson, we'd better 
put a fence around the campus in the spring for fear the trees might 
be leafing. 
Ruth Harper-In the newspaper, when someone is arrested for assault 
and battery, what does the battery mean ? 
"" "" $ 
THE RIGHT IDEA 
Miss Heller-What are duties of a coroner? 
Frances Craig-Well, when a baby dies, the doctor has to s.ign a 
thing, and then they take it to a coroner to see if it died all r ight. 
$ $ $ 
Mr. Moore-Maurice, put down that window and pull in your head. 
Maurice Moler-Please, Mr. Moore, may I pull my head in first? 
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Students 
Most industrious __________ ___ _________________________________________________ Geor ge Haddock 
Most business-like ____ __ __________________________________________________ Theodore Whitesel 
Liveliest ------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------Velma Rains 
Cheekiest ------------------------------ --------------------------------------------Carleton Crispin 
Wittiest ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------Robert Lynch 
Laziest ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Harold Birch 
Best nat ured ---- -- --------------------------- ----- ----- ----------------------------- Paul Goodman 
Most talkative --------------------------- ----------- ------------------------------------ Jack Awt-y 
Best athlete -------------------------- ------ --------------------------------------Eugene Stillions 
Prettiest girl ---------------·-· -- ------ ----------------------------------------Catherine Shaffer 
Most handsome boy __ : ______ __ ______ ___ . _______ _______________ __ ____________ Herbert Iknyan 
Most popular girl -------------------------------·----- ------- -··· ----------------- ·· --Ruth Harper 
Most popular boy ------ -------------·------------------------ -- ---- --·-------Stanley Mcintosh 
Vainest girl ------------------- ·---------· -----------·- ---------------- ·------·-----Dorothy McNutt 
Vainest boy ---·---------------------- --------- ---------------------------------------Claude Kellam 
Most !flirtatious girl -------------·------- ----------------------------··--------Dolly Mayfield 
Ladies' man -----------------------·-------------------·----------------------------Wilfred Nolting 
Teachers 
Best looking ---·-----------------------·-----------------------------------------·-----· Miss Ewing 
Most popular ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- Mr. Hughes 
Fairest marker ----------------------------------------------- ·-------·--------------------Mr. Moore 
One receiving most votes -----------------------------··-----·-··---·----George Haddock 
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Mr. Moore- Wi lfred, have you noticed any human characteristics in 
a monkey ? 
Wilfred- No, but I've noticed monkey characteristics in humans. 
$ woe woe 
Miss Ewing-Leonard, are you chewing gum ? 
Leonard Shafer- No, peanuts. 
Miss Well er- N arne something on the land similar to a glacier but 
which is not a glacier. 
Ralph Foote-A truck-load of ice running in low gear. 
$ $ woe 
A FRESH'IE FOR SURE 
Miss Ragan-Emma, what do you think Odysseus' hair looked like ? 
Was it curly like Ruth Francis' ? 
Emma Ball-Oh, no! His was naturally curly . 
..,-.c "" $ 
Eugene Stillions-J ames Polk was the first black horse to become 
president. 
$ $ $ 
J UMP UP, JACK 
Jack Awty went out strolling; 
The stars shone down quite bright. 
Jack came upon an icy spot; 
Then more stars were in the night . 
$ "" ~ 
"Herb" Iknayan-The powdered wigs and si lver buckles which they 
wore on their shoeR showed their social standing. 
~ ~" ~oe 
Haldon F oltz- In Boston a mob of colored negroes rose up against 
the fugitive-slave law. 
$ ~" ~ 
BRIGHT BOY 
Mr. Gile5 (explaining comedies) - Ten people see a man slip upon a 
banana peeling and fall. How many laugh ? 
Ciass-Ten. 
Mr. Giles- How many cry? 
" Don" Willingham- One, the one that fell. 
~ ~ v" 
Earl Lee (in geography class)-At what time in the night do the 
stars change· their positions? 
~ ..,-.c "" 
James Frazier-May I have the next dance ? 
Mary T.-Yes, if you can fmd a partner. 
,J" v" ..,oe 
Miss Ellington-When were the first ten commandments m'ade to the 
constitution ? 
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T. C. CLASSIFIED ADVS. 
WANTED- Some good royal sup· WANTED-A girl. 
port. Thomas Grimes. 
T. C.'s Athletes. 
WANTED-A little time to sleep 
and r est. 
Any Senior. 
WANTED-An alarm clock to 
awaken me at the end of lectures. 
L. A.M. 
WANTED-Some one to t ell me I'm 
good looking. 
Maur ice Moler. 
WANTED- A twin to my girl when 
my girl gets sick. 
Byron Miller. 
WANTED- Another Senior class 
next year to boost my activit ies ail 
this year's Seniors have done. 
T .. C. High. 
WANTED-A window nearer to 
my desk. 
A. B. C. 
WANTED- A new color to substi-
tute for green when we become 
sophomores. 
Ninth Grade. 
WANTED-A large bull terrier t o 
lead out strolling on Sunday after• 
noons. Must be fond of well-dressed 
young men. 
Velma Rains. 
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FOUND- A locker key. 
R. L. Modesitt. 
FOUND- A sure cure for sleeping 
sickness. Inquire and I will r eply, 
sleep. 
H. H. Giles. 
FOUND-A flunk on my grade card. 
Will dispose of it liberally. 
I. M. Lazee. 
FOUND-A way to have curly hair . 
Get a permanent wave. 
Ruth Harper. 
LOST-A fresh plug of Horseshoe 
t obacco. Finder please not ify me 
and receive a chew. 
C. D. Butler . 
LOST- My bachelor t endencies. 
F inder may keep them, for I am 
happier without them. 
J . W. Shoemaker Jr. 
GONE ASTRAY- My attention in 
Geography class. It was directed 
towards a pretty girl outside. 
Don Haddock. 
FOR SALE-Copies of the 1925 
WARBLER. Buy one and live 
happily ever after. 
Wilfred Nolt ing-Jim, old dear, how high can you jump? 
"Jim" Shoemaker-Well, Wilfred, see that cross beam up there above 
our heads? Well, I can't jump that high. 
M:iss Heller- Why is it that they don't have parades in the cam-
paigns for president any more ? 
Dorothy Shafer- Why, they do. They had one two or three years ago 
at the last election. 
~ ~ ,,: 
Mr. Koch (directing the girls' glee club)-You hang on to the. lips 
too long. 
~ ~ ~ 
Miss Ellington-Haldon, who was the F r ench general who fought in 
the battle of Yorktown? 
Haldon Foltz- General La Follette, I think. 
~ ~" ~ 
Miss Ford-What other kind of meat was sent to the Trojans ? What 
kind is the most common? 
Jack Awty- Chicken! 
~ .JC ~ 
An example of the fresh-water mussel was asked for. 
Ralph Parkison (t o student reciting) - Say hard-shelled Baptist . 
TOO BAD, WILFRED 
With new corduroys and sweater of gray, 
Wilfred partook in a snowball affray, 
A slip of the feet caused Wilf red t o · go plop, 
And the witnesses say it was nu short d rop. 
~ ~ ~ 
George Conrad-What difference would there be in the centrif ugi:ll 
and centripetal forces of a Ford and a big car, if the big car was of t he 
same size and weight as the Ford ? 
. ..c ~ ~ 
Frances Craig- Penny for your thoughts, Bill. 
"Bill" Stone-Good, I was just thinking t hat if I had another penny 
I could ride uptown on the "dink." 
~ ~ ~,c 
The Warbler is a great invention. 
The school gets all th e f ame, 
The reader gets all the pleasure, 
The staff gets all the blame. 
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